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1-24 Visitors Center Slated

Brown Says Bypass To
Be Built Around Benton

MEDICAL SCHOOL BOUND — Eleven Murray State University students — nine of whom are 1981 graduating
seniors — have been accepted for graduate study in medical schools. Eight of them are shown here with their
academic advisor, Dr. Charles G. Smith, left, a professor of biological sciences. Pictured, front row,from the
left, are: Lisa Abell, GNbertsville, Rita Fleming, Jeffersonville, Ind., Cathy Christopher, Murray,and Randy May,
Murray, all of whom will be attending the University of Louiville; and Laura K. Turney, Clarksville, Tenn., who
will be attending the University of Tennessee Center for Health Services, Memphis. In the back,from the left,
are: Tom Morton, Paducah, who will be attending the University of Kentucky; Larry Schaper, Benton, the
University of Louisville; and Sarah Aydt, Cairo, Ill., Southern Illinois University, Not shown are: Keith Gray,
.Hopkinsville, UK; and Jim Curtsinger, Fancy Farm, and Kathy Rowlett, Murray, who will be going to the
University of Louisville. Miss Christopher is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher, 1504 Johnson, Murray, and holds two degrees from Murray State, an undergraduate degree in medical technology and
chemistry, and a master's degree in biology. She has been serving as education coordinator in the university's
associate degree program in medical laboratory technology. May is the son of Dr. Charles May of Murrayr o asnd
on n
Photo By e.rryJohnson
Mrs.Sandra Burgess of Seward, Alaska. He has majored in biology at Murray State.

Murray State President Not
Ready To Authorize Payments
Murray State University President
Constantine W. Curris will wait for a
board of regents order or authorization from the Kentucky Department
of Finance before issuing payment of
legal fees to a Murray law firm
brought about by the board during the
recent investigation of his performance as the school's president, Curris said.
The law firm of Hurt, Haverstock
and Jones had submitted a $20,000 fee

in legal expenses.

PADUCAH, Ky. — The state will
ouild a bypass around Benton on U.S.
641 in Marshall County, announced
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. at a Paducah
public meeting Friday.
The governor also said the state will
pay for a visitors' center on Interstate
24 at the US. 60 exit in McCracken
County. The project has been promoted by area chamber of commerce
and tourism officials.
Brown said the two plans were "cutback" projects. He gave credit to
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts for finding savings within the
highway department to provide for
the construction of the projects.
Metts said the bypass, to cost $5
million, will run three miles from the
recently-opened section of U.S. 641 to
the Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Gov.John Y.Brown
Construction is expected to begin in
the next 16 to 18 months, Metts said. added.
Completion of the project will depend
The bypass was designed toward
on timetables set by the contractor, he the end of the Julian Carroll ad-

Poplin Receives Carman Award
Dr. Dennis E. Poplin, an associate
professor of sociology and a widelyknown textbook author, has become
the second Murray State University
faculty member to receive the
students' Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award.

Created in 1980 by the Student
Government, the award has been
designed to annually recognize and
against Curris, questioning his perfor- honor a faculty member whose
teaching performance is considered
mance as president.

Curris also said that approval from
a General Assembly oversight comBy a 6-4 vote, the board authorized
mittee to review general service con- Overby to hire the necessary
tracts is needed before he will assistance to prepare its case against
authorize a $12,000 payment to a Bowl- Curris.
ing Green accounting firm. That comThe regents were scheduled to meet
mittee will meet later this month.
at 1:30 p.m. today. Discussion on the
Thirteen actors are working toward
James Overby, Murray State at- matter would be welcomed at the the production of the
Murr
torney, hired both firms later six meeting, according to board chair- Calloway
County
Communfty
regents voted to bring charges man Ron Christopher.
Theatre's next presentation, bu he
number should be a lucky one for
those who enjoy theatre.
"Second Season," an evening of
one-act plays, will be performed May
with inflation.
14-16 at the theatre's old freight depot
the fund,Stockman wrote.
White House aides and their conSpeakes said raising the age of in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
gressional allies indicated they did eligibility for Social Security from its
Three short plays, under the charge
not fight the Senate plan because they current level of 65 was one of many of three different directors, will make
expect the projected $7.9 billion in possible reforms under consideration. up the program. Veteran director
savings to be achieved elsewhere —
The Senate action came as the Charlene Butwell supervises a trio of
without cutting cost-of-living benefits. Republican-controlled chamber con- actors (Skip Hamra, Kent Forrester,
Deputy White House press sidered its own version of a 1982 and Kathy Pasco) in a most unlikely
secretary Larry Speakes said Presi- budget blueprint.
story about a most un-British detecdent Reagan will propose cuts of $8
The vote was on a Democratic-led tive. "The Public Eye" was written
billion next year in Social Security attempt to reverse the Senate Budget by Peter Shaffer, the creator of
and other programs administration Committee's recommendation for "Equus."
officials have called a social "safety trimming cost-of-living adjustments "Impromptu," by Tad Mosel, is a
net"for the truly needy.
by basing them on either a wage index play about players. Linda Begley,
Stockman's letter to Byrd,D-W.Va., or the Consumer Price Index — recently acclaimed for her role as
said the administration "does whichever is lower.
Agnes in the April production of "The
recognize the impending solvency
Many experts say the Consumer Fourposter," will direct Jim Watson,
problems of the Social Security Trust Price Index, currently used to adjust Pat Morgan, Michelle Garland and
Fund. Significant savings are need- the retirement benefits, actually Keith Branson.
ed."
Finally, veteran actor Bill Phillips.
overstates inflation.
Health and Human Services
The committee also recommended who currently serves as the theatre's
Secretary Richard S. Schweiker will putting the annual increase into effect president, will make his directing
come up with "a package of reforms Oct. 1, beginning in 1982,instead of the debut with the "Facts Concerning the
designed to maintain the solvency" of current date of July 1.
Recent Carnival of Crime in Connec-

Staffer Claims Congressman Broke House Rules

Hubbard Accused Of Violation
WASHINGTON (AP) — A former
staffer on a subcommittee headed by
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., has accused the congressman of violating
House rules by requiring her to
answer his personal constituent mail.
Claire Bernstein, who was a staff
assistant on Hubbard's • Panama
Canal subcommittee, also contended
that five of the six staffers on the subcommittee actually were working for
Hubbard and not for the subcommittee.
The veteran congressional staffer,
citing House rules she believed supported her claim,contended that Hubbard had "misused subcommittee
funds and personnel."
House rules state that committee
staffers are to engage only in "committee business" and shall not be
assigned any duties other than those
pertaining to committee business.
However, there is no enact definition of what is committee business.
And the House ethics manual for congressmen and employees notes that
"the specific duties of a member's
staff or a committee staff have tradi-

by the students as particularly
outstanding.
Presented for the first time last
year and won by Dr. Howell R. Clark,
a professor of chemistry, the award
honors Dr. Max G. Carman of Murray.
Before his retirement in 1974, Carman taught mathematics and was
chairman of that department for 46
years - the longest tenure in the
university's history.
Poplin's selection was announced as

Thirteen Actors Work
On Theatre Presentation

Cost-Of-Living Hikes Trimmed
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, while recognizing "the
impending solvency problems" of the
Social Security system, is stopping
short of endorsing a Senate plan to
reduce annual cost-of-living increases
for 44 million retirees.
The Senate voted 49-42 Friday to
trim by $7.9 billion cost-of-living increases for recipients of Social Security and Supplemental Security Income, as well as for railroad, federal
and military retirees.
Officials say the Social Security
system's main trust fund, which pays
retirement checks, will run out of
cash in late 1982 or 1983.
Budget director David A.
Stockman, however, told Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd that
President Reagan still opposes altering the the annual cost of living increases that help retirees keep pace

tionally been within the discretion of be required to work on personal mail
the employing member or committee to the subcommittee chairman, he
to best meet the specific needs and re- replied "not that I recall."
quirements of that member and his
Mrs. Bernstein, in a telephone conconstituents or the employing comversation,
said "I was'a one-man
mittee."
show
at
the
subcommittee. I had to do
First word of the complaint came in
a story from States News Service. mail on banking, foreign affairs, vets
Hubbard, in a statement released by (veteran affairs) and armed services.
his office, called the article "inac- I'm talking about Personal office
curate, malicious, ridiculous and mail,constituent stuff.
"When I went down to the subcomlibelous." Hubbard could not be
mittee I thought I was going to handle
reached for further comment.
Mrs. Bernstein's letter of com- hearings and Panama Canal - OCS
plaint, dated April 17, was sent to (Outer Continental Shelf). He (HubHouse Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, D- bard) stopped me immediately and
Mass., to Rep. Walter Jones, D-N.C., said we've got office mail to do."
Mrs. Bernstein, who was hired at a
chairman of the parent House Merchant Marine Committee, and to the salary of $20,000 a year,said Hubbard
was "very nice to me at the beginnHouse ethics committee.
O'Neill's office declined-comment, - --ing,Everything went fine until I
saying the complaint had been sent to refused to do the mail."
the ethics committee.
Mrs. Bernstein,38, previously spent
John Swanner, staff director of the three years with the Senate Govern*hies committee, declined comment mental Affairs Committee. She said
on the letter, noting that House rules she also has worked as a receptionist
prohibit him from discussing any for the lite Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
matter before the committee. Asked if la-Mimi., and for then-Sen. Walter F.
the committee ever had ruled on Mondale,D-Minn.
whether a subcommittee staffer could
Mrs. Sernstein said she was hired

Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts
ministration and was cancelled when
the Brown government searched for
funds for the project.

by Hubbard on Feb. 1, 1981, to be his
legislative assistant in his personal office. She said Hubbard told her at the
outset, however, that her salary was
being paid by the Panama Canal subcommittee "in case I ever want to
take you to Panama."
She said she was transferred to the
Panama Canal subcommittee after
one week on Hubbard's personal staff
"because I was the only staffer with
subcommittee experience."
Mrs. Bernstein contended that Hubbard had "no interest, concern or involvement with the underlying
Panama Canal-OCS issues and that
his understanding of the purpose or
functions of the subcommittee was
almost nil.
"His apparent sole motivation for
retaining the chairmanship of this
committee is for the additional
payroll it affords him for personal office use,"she contended.
Mrs. Bernstein said she was fired on
April 1, 1881, after she insisted on concentrating on subcommittee duties
and therefore could "not complete
Hubbard's required daily quota of letters."

ticut," an adaptation of a story written by Mark Twain. Appearing on
stage will be Mark Cunningham,
Robert Valentine, Pat Shea, Ben
Moore,Joel Latto and Ross Bolen.
Producing director Richard Valentine will restrict himself to producing
and will be an audience member,for a
change.
"This will give our audiences a nice
variety of plays in one evening," he
said. "It has the additional benefit of
introducing new directors to the stage
and provides them with a creative
outlet. This theatre exists to let
everyone do every job, and when someone else directs, I get to do a most
important job — I get to watch."
For further information about
tickets and reservations, call the
theatre's "Ticketline" at 759-1752.

one of the climatic highlights of the
annual Honors Day program on the
campus Friday afternoon and during
which 144 students were honored for
leadership and academic achievement. He was presented with a plaque
by Terry Clark, Murray,a graduating
senior and the 1980-81 student president.
A native of Ventura, Calif., Poplin
t.as been a member of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology
faculty at Murray State since 1971,
coming to the campus from Texas
Tech University at Lubbock.
In 1972, he published his first textbook, "Communities," now in its second edition. A study of theories and
methods of research in the social
structures of communities, it is used
in many institutions in the teaching of
upper division and graduate students.
His second textbook, "Social Problems," was published in 1977 and is
used in the teaching of sophomorelevel sociology students, combining
coverage of 14 contemporary social
problems with real-life articles, illustrations and extensive study aids.
It has been appraised by critics as
"the most introductory text in
sociology) available and written with
students in mind."
Poplin has long been regarded by
his colleagues as one of the most
positive and student-oriented
members of the Murray State faculty.
Mrs. Poplin is the former Kay Brandon of Provo, Utah, and they live at
1706 Melrose in Murray.

All Party Affiliations May Vote
In District Judge Primary Race
The race for District Judge of
Calloway and Marshall counties differs in two important aspects from
other races to be contested in the May
26 Primary Election.
The race for judge of the 42nd
Judicial District, unlike any of the
other races, is non-partisan.
Democrats, Republicans and Independents may select a candidate
from the three who have filed for the
post.
Assistant county attorney David
Buckingham of Murray, city attorney
J. William Phillips of Murray, and
Marshall County District ('ourt trial
commissioner Pal G. Howard of Benton are seeking the judicial position.
The post is now held by Sid Easley,

who decided not to seek re-election.
The other difference in the judicial
race and other races is that the top
two candidates will be selected in May
from the three. Those two candidates
then will oppose each other in the
November General Election.

Need Line Board
Will Meet Monday
The Board of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway Need Line Association will meet Monday. May 11. at 12
noon at Pagliai's, according to Betty
Boston, president.
All members are urged to be present- as important business will be
discussed, Boston said.
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showers
Scattered showers this morning becoming more widespread
this afternoon and tonight. Highs
today in the mid to upper 79s.
Mild tonight with lows around 60
degrees,. Showers
and
thunderstorms continuing Sunday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Monday through Wednesday:
Dry and cool Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. Highs will be
mostly in the 60s and lows will be
mostly in the 40s.
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Your ladividual 417'
Horoscope
Tal
Fraaces Drake
FORSUNDAY,MAY 111, 11111

What MEd sf day will tomorrow be? Ts find sat what the
stars say, read the forecast
gtvea for yew birth Saga.
ARIES
1
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) 41r44
ibis is no time to become
emotionaL Common sense
should prevail. Check a
tendency to overspend on
pleasure pursuits.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 30)
Despite your determination,
eau could easily become
distracted. Someone you just
met could let you down. Deal
with domestic issues.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Don't be moody with a loved
one or when on a date. A sudchange
-de,n twityour plans. Be protective of
well-being.
When Alaska and Hawaii
became states their principal cities became the two
most expensive cities in the
nation for a family to live. In
1978, the U.S. Department of
Labor said it would cost
$24,019 annually to live comfortably in Anchorage and
$20,833 in Honolulu. In comparison, Boston required
$20,609 for the same standard of living and in New
York City it was $19,972.

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun 2
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

7:05,9:21+2:00Sat , Sun.

15, :10

2:00Sat. Su

7:00,9,204- 2.00Sat.,Sun
Academy Award Winner
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• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND •

CANCER
(June 21 to July
Home life provides the
deepest satisfaction. A flirtatious person may not be
sincere. Extra expenses may
impede cash flow.
LEO
tJuly 23to Aug.22)
Think before acting in
regard to a career move. It's
not the time for satisfying the
ego. Persistence ultimately
pays off.
VIRGO
(Aug. M toSept.?2)
Someone may not show up
for a meeting. If 90, don't be
sullen. Find an alternative
way to enjoy yourself. Watch
expenditures.
LDIRA
(Sept. Xi to Oct.22) An
Don't gamble with
resources. Protect against
sudden loss. Financial matters raise problems with
friends. Late evening brings
improvement.
SCORPIO
(0cL 23to Ncrv.21) nte
A loved one may not want to
make a commitment. Career
requires an overhaul in thinkBe tactful with dose ties.
SAGrrTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Avoid clandestine involvements which could lead
to embarrassment. • Ethical
questions could create
arguments among friends.
CAPIUCORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) lfJ
4 unconvenSteer dear of,
tional relationships. Childra"
do the unexpected. Concern
about your career could make
you tightfisted.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
A career proposal involves
too many risks. Watch out for
a social faux pas at a community function. Settle differences with others.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
A romantic situation could
make you nervous. Watch out
for minor health upsets. Sufficient rest brings a renewal of
energy.
YOU BORN TODAt are
creative, but must avoid any
tendency to get into a rut. Success should not make you content to rest on your laurels.
You're an individualist who
nevertheless has a strong need
to conform. Do not let these
qualities nullify each other.
You can make an original contribution in the field of your
choice. Writing,acting,dance,
design and =hie would appeal to your creative side.,
More attracted to the professions than business, you'll succeed in law, medicine, banking, advertising, publishing
and psychology. You work
best when mentally
stimulated. Birthdate of: Fred
Astaire, dancer; Nancy
Walker, actress; and Arthur
KoPit,Playwright

41244g

Akil>

GREGORY BOY
A baby boy, Clint Aaron,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ron Gregory of Farmington
Route 1 on Monday, April 27,
at the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Lucille Gregory and the late
Junior Gregory of Mayfield
Route 5 and Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Toon of Mayfield Route
3.
Open 7:30—Start 8:00

Thru

n.

•
2
Big
Hits
•

•
•
6,--.---gtfienzmuntty Events-- THE ACES'IRA

Budly,May II
Breakfast will be served at
7 a.m. at the Independence
United Methodist Church
with the men doing the cooking. Worship services will
follow at8a.m.
Monday,May U
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will have a salad supper at
6:30 p.m. at the home of
Ladies Full Gospel Marcia Dillon.
Fellowship of MurrayCalloway County will meet
Ruth Warren Group of
at 8:30 a.m. at the Woodmen Sinking Spring Baptist
of the World Hall with Maria Church Women will meet
Itweatt as speaker. A con- with Judy Smothertnan.
tinental breakfast will be
served. All interested perRussell's Chapel United
sons invited.
Methodist Church Women
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
Bake and garage sale, riome of Linda Kelly.
sponsored by Humane Society of Calloway County, will
BoardatNeet
be held from 9 a.m.to 4 p.m. tors will meet at 12 noon at
at the Dixieland Shopping Pagliai's.
•
Center.
Recovery, Inc.; will meet
birthCelebration of
7:30 p.m. at the Health
at
day of town of Puryear,
Tenn., will start with a Center, North Seventh and
parade at 11:30 a.m. follow-- Olive Streets.
ed by other activities.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Hardin Day events will be First United Methodist
held throughout the day in- Church Women will meet at
cluding breakfasts, parade, 9:30 a.m.at the church.
games,and flea markets.
Sigma Department of
Graduation ceremonies at Murray Woman's Club will
Murray State University will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
be held at 10 a.m. in the house with program by City
School Board members.
University Fieldhouse.

Saturdo,slay I
Calloway County Chapter
of Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellcnvahip International will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with the program to be by Steve Gray
and Jubilation. All men,
women, and children are invited.

for
Registration
kindergarten and first grade
for those not already
registered will be held at
Calloway
Sodfhwest
Elementary School between
6 and 6:45 p.m. At 7 p.m. the
Southwest PTC will meet
with a spring musical proWomen of Northside In- gram by the Kindergarten
dependent Church will have and first, second, and third
a bake sale in front of Cook's graders.
Jewelry Store, Central Shopping Center,at9a.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday
Plant sale for the public at the Murray Country Club
will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. should be made by today
at the Senior Citizens with Peggy Billington, lunGreenhouse, behind St. cheon chairman.
John's Episcopal Church, at
Community "gus will
1620 West Main Street.
practice Zatica.m. at the
Old newspaper drive by Calloway Public Library.
Boy Scout Troops 13, 45, and
77 will be held. Persons having old newspapers only may
call 753-3824 giving their
name, address and location
of the papers.
Workshop on Nontraditional Careers for
Women will be held from
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Middle
School. Dr. Beverly Goode
Douglas will be the featured
speaker.

Puppet show for benefit of
TIKI-MAST Day will be performed at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.
in the parking lot of Roy
Stewart Stadium. This is
sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Hospital
,VIedical Explorer Post 803.

Tuesday,idi
blanday,May 11
of First United
Circles
Front Porch Swing will
Women
practice at 7 p.m. at the Methodist Church
Bessie
follows:
meet
as
will
First Christian Church.
Tucker with Mrs. G. C.
with
Vacation Bible School Aabcraft, Alice Waters
Crenshaw,
and
Robert
Mrs.
Clinic of Blood River Baptist
Mrs.
Association will be at 7 p.m. Maryleona Frost with
at 9:30
at the First Church,Murray. Marshall Henry, all
a.m.,and Faith Doran at the
Flask and wiener roast church at 2 a.m.
ior members only of Groups of First Baptist
Rangers and Rangerettes of Church Women will meet as
Woodmen of the World will follows: I with Mrs. James
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Smith at 9 a.m. and U with
Murray-Calloway County Nfrs. Rubena Dawes at 2
Park.
Hazel Center will be open
from 10 a.m.to 2 p.m.for the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. _ _
Local Chapter of Make Today Count will be at 7 p.m.in
the third floor educaton unit,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The organization is
a support group for persons
living with life-threatening
illnesses, their family
members, and other interested persons.

Murray Star Chapter No
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Murray Girl Scout Core
will meet at 10 a.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin.
Legion of Mary will meet
at 10:45 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Note
change of date.

Groups of CWF of First
..1hristian Church will meet
as follows: I at 10 a.m. in
square dancing at Douglas home of Mrs. Henry Fulton
Center will be at 11 a.m. with with program by Mrs. Euple
Ward; III at 6:30 p.m. in the
lunch at 12 noon.
home of Mrs. Mark Lucas
with program by Mrs. Billie
Tuesday,May 12
Burton.
Murray High Mixed
Chorus will present a spring
Murray Lions Club will
concert at the school gym at have youth night at the Col7p.m.
onial House Smorgasbord at
6:30p.m.
Second Tuesday program
featuring Robert Crenshaw,
Singles Class of Seventh
photographer, will be at 7:30 and Poplar Church of Christ
p.m. at the Murray Art will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Guild,103 North Sixth Street. church building.
Murray Branch of AAUW
Senior Citizens Centers
will meet at 7 p.m. at the will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
home of Sally DuFord.
p.m. at Hazel and Douglas,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Providence Ellis, and at 9:30 a.m. at
New
Homemakers Club will meet Dexter.
at the home of Dorval Hendon at 1 p.m. •
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Mary Rowlett Circle of end of the Livestock and ExBlood River Baptist Church position Center.
Women will meet at 7 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
Murray TOPS (take off meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforpounds sensibly) Club will mation call 753-59,
35 or 435meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center-.

By Abigail Van Buren

CLARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David Clark
of Wingo are the parents of a
baby boy, Nathan Derek,
born on Thursday, April 30,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Clark of Wingo
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
West of Sedalia.

"Reprove thy friend
privately, commend him
publicly." — S01011.

Each year,disappointed mothers send me the verse:
Sunday,May 10
Knights of Columbus will "A son is a son until he takes a wife, but a daughter is
prepare breakfast for all a daughter all of her life."
My mail constantly reaffirms the fact that one of
mothers in the parish of St. the most sensitive of all human relations is the one
Leo's Catholic Church from 9 that exists between a woman and her mother-in-law.
to 11 a.m. Others are (There is far more friction between a woman and her
welcome but must pay a husband's mother than between a man and the
modest amount for mother of his wife.)
R
Recently, I received a letter from a young wife who
breakfast.
asked, "Who should sit in front with my husband
drive?"
Horse Races will be held at when we take his mother out for a
I replied,"Out of respect for her age — his mother."
1:30 p.m. at the Country
Well, the brickbats started flying from all direcQuarter Race Track,located tions. Readers quoted Scripture: "And a man shall
on Paschall Road off leave his father and his mother, and cleave unto his
Highway 1828 West, 61
/
2 wife."
1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat. Nites
One mother wrote to remind me that the Ten
miles southwest of Murray.
Commandments say, "Thou shalt honor thy mother
and thy father" — and it doesn't say one word about
the mother-in-law!
You don't have to be a Dear Abby to know that
MOO MON. MAT 4111 TSM1SOL MAT 1096
being a good mother-in-law is one of the most
difficult roles in the world.
Now that I am a mother-in-law, I have resolved to
abide by two simple rules:
1111111 COOPON MS
Never offer advice unless it's asked for.
PUIKIIA11 Of If
Never ask questions'that are none of my business.
041/1011 0115AS
I am trying earnestly to be the best mother-in-law
possible. And I must say that my chances for success
are excellent, because for 41 years, I have had a
wonderful teacher — my own mother-in-law, Mrs.
Jay Phillips. God bless you, Rosie. You are the best!
Love,
401 SYCAMORE
753-7793
"PO PO"

BBQ SANDWICH
WITH SMALL COKE

SAVIWAY GASAMAT

6-5-A

•A114
*742
•K.175

WEST
•K 6 4

EAST
•5

Dummy had loud praise •K J 2
.101
for the manner in which •QJ10
•A 9 1 5 3
South had played today's •AQ93
•10 1 6 4 2
touchy game. "It was
SOUTH
nothing," beamed South. "It
•AJ 1117 2
•Q 9 7 53
was West's overcall that
OK 6
told me all I had to know."
West led the diamond
queen to East's ace and the
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
diamond return went to South.
The bidding:
declarer's king. Declarer
now knew how to play the Saadi West Nara East
l•
1 NT Dbl.
2 NT'
hand. West's one no trump 2W
Pass
*
Pass
overcall had announced IS- *
Pass
440
All
IS high card points, and
pass
obviously, East could have • Conventional for minor suits
none of them.
Opening lead: Diamond
The normal way to play queen
the spades and hearts in
today's combinations is to
finesse in both suits, hoping came in with only one loser.
that East has either king (in
Would declarer's play
hearts, play the ace and lead have worked if West
the
low to the queen). But if the K-J-10 of hearts? No.had
On the
bidding guarantees that other hand, neither would
East has neither king, have any other.
what's the sense in finessing
for practice?
Here's bow declarer took
Bid with Coni
advantage of his information. After winning the dia- South holds: 5-9-B
mond king, he played the
ace and another spade. West
5
won and led a third diamond
w106
•A9853
which 'declarer ruffed.
*108642
West's last trump was
irawn, ending in dummy,
ind a low heart was led, North South
declarer inserting his seven
I*
while West won the jack.
West tried to cash the setting trick with his ace of
ANSWER: Two diamonds.
clubs but declarer ruffed
Nice trumps, but not enough
and made the key play. The strength for a more encourheart queen was pushed
aging bid.
through West and now the
--defense was through. West SEA bridge questions to The Aces,
12343, Dallas. Texas 75225,
covered, but East's 10 P.O.Box
nth sell-addressed stamped envelope
dropped and the heart suit
for reply
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Annual Strawberry
Season Sale
Starting May 12 - one week only. All
Preworked Designs 8 Kits All Pointed
Canvas Purses

.'

25% Off

Bargain Table 50% Or More Off
202 So. 4th St.
753-8373
(Across From Old Post Office)

Murray, Ky.
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I LOST 51POUNDS
IN JUST 16 WEEKS

AT DIET CENTER
Marlys Livingood oins the
thousands of men and
women, all across the U.S.
and Canada,who have solved
their weight problems at Diet
Center!

ALLIGATC1112

(COUPON courEwo-

NORTH
•Q13

Mothers-in-Law Must
Speak Softly, With No Stick

First Hazel Lions Club PicDEAR READERS: Sunday, May 10, is Mother's
nic will start at 10 a.m. at the
Day. Many suspect that it is just another commercial
Hazel Community Center.
holiday dreamed up by florists and merchants to
stimulate business.
Murray Squar-A-Naders Not so! Mother's Day was conceived by Anna M.
will dance from 8 to 10:30 Jarvis of Philadelphia, who in 1907 persuaded her
p.m. at the Woodmen of the minister to have a special church service the second
3unday in May to honor all mothers. Those with
World Hall.
'iving mothers Wore red carnations, and those
without mothers wore white carnations. This custom
Teens Who Care Clubs of is still observed in some areas.
Murray and Calloway High
Mother's Day is a day of gladness to most mothers.
Schools will hold roadblocks But not for all. I should know. For weeks following
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. with Mother's Day, my desk is covered with letters(from
proceeds to go to the adult mothers who have been snubbed, slighted or foractivities program at the gotten.
Two typical Mother's Day letters:
Comprehensive Care Center
as a part of Mental Health
DEAR ABBY: The day my son got married, he
Month.
forgot that he has a mother. Every holiday — including Mother's Day — his wife drags him to her people,
Alcoholics Anonymous and and he goes like a little puppy without even putting
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at up a fight.
the west end of the Livestock
LOST MY SON
and Exposition Center.
DEAR ABBY: My son lives in the same city with me,
but I'm lucky if I see him six times a year for 10
Calvary Temple will have minutes. Then on Mother's Day he sends me a
its annual mother-daughter bouquet of roses. Big deal!
breakfast at9a.m.
HURT

— Plus —
The Creature With
The Blue Hand(PG)

G. CORN,JR.

NOW MUCH LONGER CAN
YOU PUT IT OFF?
Are you tryinp..to squeeze into lost years bathing suit? Class
reunion or other social crffoir coming up? We con help you reach
your goal.

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS
And that rote of reduction con be maintained until you have lost
all the weight you want to loss. Plus, your Diet Corder Counselor will teach you how to keep it off...for good! Coll Today.

Walnut Plaza
Suite 203
5th IL Walnut

---753-0020

43440pl THE Losipio
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Cooper-Tabers Wedding Vows Are
Solemnized In Church Ceremony

TEACHER OF THE YEAR — Barbara Goodwin, right, has been selected as Intermediateleacher of the Year at Clewiston Elementary School, Clewiston, Fla.,
by her 27 fellow intermediate teachers. She has been at Clewiston Elementary
for three years arid is currently serving as Grade Level chairman for the Fourth
Grade. Prior to her present*Position she taught two years at Farmington, Ky., two
A graduate of Murray High
years at Princeton, Ky., and two years at
from Murray State
degrees
Master's
and
Bachelor
ichool, she received her
at First Baptist
youth
and
music
minister
of
Dennis,
is
husband,
University. Her
Church, Clewiston. Their son, Travis, pictured left, is in the first grade. Mrs.
Goodwin is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.James M.Brown,Murray.

HEALTH
-1
kr

Concerned about snakebite

The wedding of Miss Jan
Cooper, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Cooper, and
Gerald Keith Tabers, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Gerald Tabers,
all of Murray, was solemnized in a ceremony read at
2:30 p.m. on Sunday, April
12, in the sanctuary of the
First Baptist Church, Murray.
The
double
ring
candlelight ceremony was
read by the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker. The music was
resented by Mrs. Oneida
White,pianist and soloist.
The sanctuary was adorned with two brass spiral
candelabra flanked by ferns
in white beauty baskets. The
candles were lighted by
Mike Stephenson and Bob
Wilder of Murray.
Bride's Dress
Escorted by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, the bride wore a
floor length gown of
candlelight chiffon. The empire lined bodice was
underscored by a band of
scalloped and hand pearled
alencon lace, topped with an
identical lace high rise collar. An attached double
layered capelet formed
elbow length sleeves and
floated over the chapel
length train of the layered aframe skirt.
Completing the bridal
ensemble was a rolled brimmed derby styled hat adorned with pearled lace and a
wisp of silk illusion veiling.
She carried a bouquet of
stephanotis, variegated
leaves of deffenbashia, and
spider plant and ivy trailing
n a cascade shape and
:!entered wit4, a white
oatelya orchid, on ivory lace.
Along with her bouquet she
also carried a dainty white
handkerchief given to her by
her grandmother, Mrs. Ken
Myers.
Her jewelry was a pair of
diamond earrings given to
her by the groom,and a gold
bracelet holding a tiny gold
heart.
Attending her sister as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Robert Houston who wore a
formal gown of mocha
tinesta with a wrap skirt and
tulip hemline. The halter
bodice was enhanced by
matching chiffon cape dipping to fingertip length in the
back.
Mrs. Houston carried a
nosegay of apricot carnations, white daisies, and
baby's breath in ivory lace.
The Groom
Barry Tabers served his
brother as best man. Guests
were seated by Mike
Stephenson,Bob Wilder,and

Steve Winchester.
The groom was attired in
the Avalon in ivory cutaway
with satin trim on the lapels,
'matching flares, matching
ascot and ivory wing collared shirt with matching
vest. His boutonniere was of
stephanotis and ivy leaves.
The best man wore a tuxedo like the groom but had
an apricot carnation boutonMiss Starlyn Tabers
presided at the guest
register at the table covered
with a white eyelet cloth and
centered with a brass
candleholder and burning
taper, the latter a wedding
gift from the Rev. and Mrs.
Billy Turner.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs. Cooper wore a
street length suit of natural
linen with a natural silk
blouse. Her corsage was a
yellow cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Tabers, mother of the
groom, wore a street length
suit of white linen with matching accessories. Her corsage was a pink cymbidium
orchid.
Mrs. Kenneth Myers and
Mrs. Myrtle Robertson,
grandmothers of the bride,
and Mrs. Carnie Pierce,
grandmother of the groom,
were presented corsages of
white carnations, along with
Miss Tabers at the register
table and Mrs. David Hill
who directed the wedding.
Reception
linmediately following the
ceremony the bride's family
was host for a reception held
in the fellowship hall of the
church.
The bride's table was
covered with a white lace
cloth and centered with a
large arrangement of china
roses in a variety of spring
colors in a brass compote
flanked
by
brass
candleholders entwined with
greenery and ivy.
Fruit punch was served
from a crystal bowl garlanded with greenery and ivy.
The three tiered all white
wedding cake was decorated
with pastel pink roses arranged spirally up and down
the cake. Shades IV narrow
pink ribbons flowed from the
top of the cake, also consisting of pastel pink roses.
Serving the guests were
Miss Starlyn Tabers, Miss
Jennie Smith, Mrs. Hardy
Outland, Mrs. Steve
Smotherman, and Mrs.
Tripp Jones who were
presented with corsages of
white carnations.
For her going away
ensemble the bride wore a
floral voile dress with a matching fushia jacket and mat-

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
tourniquet. You can put on a
DEAR DR. LAMB — It's lown and not to allow weeds
light constricting rubber band
spring and we live in a rural and grass to grow out of
or something that is not very
area at the edge of town. I control. If you have to walk
tight just to help prevent the
have heard that there are a through areas that are really
spread of venom.
good many snakes in this area dangerous, it would also be
There is disagreement
and I am concerned about helpful to wear high top boots
about cutting and suctioning
snake bites. I knew it is fool- well over the calf.
unless you have been trained
Keep the children away
ish but every time I go out at
to do so. In some instances it
night I wonder if a snake is from areas where snakes
is helpful but in the hands of
going to be where I am step- might lurk. I have discussed
unskilled, untrained and
ping. What should I do if I am these preventive measures in
frightened people it can be
bitten? Should I put a tight The Health Letter, number 5more harmful than helpful.
tourniquet on the leg to keep 10, Snake Bites, which I am
Do not exercise. Limit your
the poison from spreading or sending you. Others who want
activity as much as possible;
should I cut and suction the this issue can send 75 cents
that means keep off the leg if
with a long, stamped, selfbite?
it is a foot bite. Exercise and
DEAR READER — There addressed envelope for it to
excitement speed up circulaseems to be no end of disa- me, in care of this newspaper,
tion and venom spread. Keep
greement about what one P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
the bitten part below the
should do about snake bites. Station, New York, NY 10019.
heart level if possible.
Getting to medical aid
The one thing everyone agrees
Some say use cold applicaon is that you shouldn't get quickly is the best bet;.if you
tions. Others say don't. If you
ive on the edge of town that
bitten in the first place. To
do, take the cold application
help prevent snake bites it is should not be too difficult.
off frequently to avoid a cold
No, do not put on a tight
important to keep the bushes
injury to the bite spot. Don't
waste time. Get medical help'
as soon as possible.
DEAR DR. LAMB — For
the last month I have been
besieged by hives. My back
and legs as well as stomach
CARPENTER GIRL
The mother is the former break out in blotches. I think
it is the tomatoes or the acid
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Allen Shirley Ann Eplett. The in
them,so I've stopped eating
Carpenter of Murray Route 5 father owns and operates his them as well as any acid fruit.
are the parents of a baby cleanup shop in Benton.
Someone told me that I've
built up uric acid and it has to
girl, Amanda Sue, weighing
run its course through my sysGrandparents are Mr. and tem
seven pounds six ounces,
and I'll keep getting hives
measuring 19/
1
2 inches, born Mrs. Richard D. Carpenter until it wears itself out before
on Tuesday, May 5, at 11:26 of Sterling Heights, Mich., I can start eating and drinking
p.m. at the Murray- and Mr. and Mrs. Roy C. acid foods again. Is this true?
What caused this problem?
Eplett of Murray Route 5.
Calloway County Hospital.
I've taken antihistamines and
used hydrocortisone ointment
to allay the itching, which is
Advertisement driving
me crazy. I scratch
constantly.
DEAR READER — You
may need some help. You
need to know for sure that
you're experiencing hives.
Hives are not caused by a
build-up of uric acid, but more
often as an allergic reaction
Kopperud Realty is pleas— often to food. Tomatoes,
ed to announce that Glenda
fresh fruits, shellfish, chocoSmith is now a member of
late and nuts are frequent
their staff of professional
offenders. The best treatment
is to-find the offending agent
realtors. Glenda, her husor agents and eliminate them.
band Roy, and their son
Cortisone ointments are of
Wade, live at 504 Lynnwood
limited use in such instances.
Court. Wade is a freshman at
Some claim to get better
results from steroids by
Murray High, and their
mouth or injection. If you
daughters, Teresa Timaji of
don't improve you may need
Lexington and Lisa Wilson of
tO.see an allergist.
Paducah are in college.
Frances Drake
Glenda is a graduate of
FOR MONDAY,MAY 11,081
Murray High School and atWhat kind of day will tamer- sitive types through work. Entended Murray State Univerbe? To find out what the joy a private get-together with
sity, She is associated with
stars say, read the forecast a friend. Avoid secretive
the Woodmen of the World,
Club
behavior later.
holding offices on the local
Group C of the Ladies Teti- ARIES
SAGI1TARIUS
_mg&
and state level,and was Kennis of the Murray Country (Mar.21 to Apr.19) drol4 (Nov.72to Dec.21) 14
Glenda Smith
A co-worker may be touchy.
Club will play on Tuesday, Don't let moodinessspoil the
tucky's delegate to the 1977
morning hours. Later, you're Friends will help you further
May
12,
at
9:30
a.m.
at
the
National Convention.
advertising, mortgages,
more efficient and can make your career aims. Let your
She earned her Kentucky financing, law and con- club.
valuable progress on the job. conscience be your guide in
The lineup is as follows:
Real Estate Salesman's tracts. She has also been
the social world.
AP*Yourself.
Court One —.Carol Waller, TAURUS
license in 1977 and her honored for million dollar
CAPRICORN
Ake
broker's license in 1980. She sales each year since she Janice Howe, Ann Uddberg, (API'.20 to MaY 20)
(Dec.n to Jan.19) NJ
Check impulsive decisions
Your emotions are .easily
has also completed the first entered the real estate and Cathy Mattis.
Court Two — Leisa ruffled now. Calm application that could affect credit. Concourses in the Graduate profession.
to the job restores suit with advisers about
Realtors Institute and
Glenda invites all of her Faughn, Deanna Parker, equilibrium. Safeguard your career interests. Say no to a
Jan
Wilson,
and
Margarita
courses 101 and 102 towards friends
to visit
valuables after dark.
shady PraPaaalher Certified Residential her at the Kopperud Realty Marsden.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
Court Three — Renee (May 21 to June 20)
Specialist, having also at- Office, 711 Main Street or
(Jan.20to Feb. 111)
tended other seminars in contact her at her home Wynn, Annette Alexander, Don't keep hurt feelings to
Be tactful with close ties
real estate marketing, number.753-1499.
Cathy Young, and Cathy yourself. Be willing to talk who are easily hurt. Meetings
about what's bothering you. with accountants and lawyers
Newton.
Evening hours favor home are favored. Don't be
entertaining.
pressured after dark.
CANCER
PISCES
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't make decisions while
Friends could tempt you to
extravagance. You're better upset. The afternoon brings
Old Hwy 641 N.
off keeping company with con- agreement in a mutual finanventional people than odd-ball cial interest Close ties are
Alm, Ky.
supportive.
types.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
creative and high-strung, and
(July 23to Aug. M)
Keep your personal pro- temperament can sometimes
blems to yourself. Higher-ups interfere with your best sucaren't especially interested in cess. To be happy, you must
them. Beware of con artists do something original and
your work must reflect your
after working hours.
Ideals. A good philosophy of
VIRGO
(Aug.23to SePt- 22) VIP1
1 life will help you overcome a
A career proposal may have tendency to grow despondent.
hidden strings attached. Don't Though you can succeed in
withdraw into yourself for business, you'll have greater
Mos
emotional reasons. Buy success elsewhere. Music,
Shoglog Wats
yourself a gift.
PlaYwrIghtlaS. acting, PorrrY,
Wig Photrersonswel mod Mods Trowsinis-frolt trees.
painting and dancing are
LDIRA
Camet•Products-11~ Busk reseals, Mrd Seas,Stepp* Moles.
kinie of the fields in which you
(Sept 23tooctn)&El
Let intuition be your guide can mike an inspired conIn dealing with ethers. The tribution. Inclined to philansocial scene may disappoint in thropy, you'd also succeed in
some way. Privacy affords politics and diplomacy. Birmore sallidactions.
thdate et: Salvador Dali,
SCORPIO
painter; Mirtha Graham,
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
dancer and choreographer;
You'll meet with sore sen- and Irving Berlin,composer.
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Glenda Smith Joins
Kopperud Realty Staff

hr. and Mrs. Gerald Keith Tubers
clang accessories.
After a wedding trip, the
new Mr_ and Mrs. Tubers
are now at home in Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Tabers,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held at DeVanti's of
Murray.
The tables were overlaid
in red decorated with an arrangement of pink roses and
carnations. Covers were laid
for 15 guests.

Calrarv Temple Reriral

1

CaRary Teniple will be holding rev i nIsersiees
NItt 11-16. Bro. J.1". Parrish from I hri•itian
Fellowship at Briensburg will be the gtiesi speaker.
SerNiees will start at 7:30 etiOi
Ntirser‘
will be prol,ided. E%er,one is welcome ill
• and
enjo, God's word with us.

KEEP YOUR
SUMMER COOL

Your Individual
Horoscope

Tennis Group C
Plans Play At
tow
On Tuesdayfery

a

Four Seasons Nursery
LQI/Et-Y. MtYTHER'S DAY

eo

1124:*

Now's the perfect time to do something
about lowering the cost of cooling your
home this summer. Call us for a free
home energy survey under the Home
Insulation Program. The program offers
interest-free loans and a free inspection
of your home by a trained energy
advisor who can tell you what to do to
lower your electric bills and stay
comfortable. . . without losing your cool.

Specials

Geraniums — 80'
Tomato & Pepper Plants — 50e

Open:
ilen.-Sat $ e.m.-5:110 p.m.
Son.1 p.m.4 p.m.

Me*

West Ky. Rural Electric
Corporation
Cooperative
753-5012
Murray-Mayfield

1V4 Home Insulation Program

•mion Paw
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Today In History
By The Associated tress
Today is Saturday, May 9, the 129th
day of 1981. There are 236 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
-On May 9, 1502, Christopher Columbus set sail from Cadiz, Spain, on his
fourth and last voyage to the New
World.
On this date:
In 1926, US. Navy Commander
Richard E. Byrd and Floyd Bennett
became the first men to make an
airplane flight over the North Pole.
In 1933, 25,000 books were thrown into a bonfire in Berlin in the first of •
Nazi book-burnings.
In 1936, Italy annexed Ethiopia and',..
King Victor Emmanuel was proclaim- ..
ed Emperor.
In 1974, the House Judiciary Committee began its formal inquiry into. the conduct of President Richard Nix- '
on.
Ten years ago: The West German
government decided to let the mark •
fluctuate in world money markets.
One year ago: A giant cargo ship
slammed into the Sunshine Skyway
bridge in Florida, sending a
Greyhound bus plummeting into Tampa Bay and killing more than 30 people.
Today's birthdays: Actress Candice
Bergen is 35 years old. Broadcast
journalist Mike Wallace is 63 and activist Rev. Daniel Berrigan is 60.
Thought for today: Of all the things
you wear, your expression is the most
important — John Ruskin, English
writer-art critic (1819-1900).

Editora

New Look For Old
Income Tax Form?
(Reprinted by permission of
The St. Louis GlobeDemocrat)
The Internal Revenue Service 10 years ago held out the
promise that it would simplify
federal income tax forms to
the point where they would be
a snap for a fifth-grader to fill
out.
Even taxpayers with short
memories can remember tax
filing time 1981 wasn't exactly
a bowl of cherries. That's
because not only haven't the
forms been simplified, they've
actually become more complicated and difficult to fill out
in the past decade.
Hope springs eternal in
federal government. Congress
has thrown $1.2 million at the
problem by contracting with a
design firm,Siegel and Gale of
New York, to do the job. The
forms ultimately will sport
larger type and brighter colors, have more white space
and use understandable
language.
Best of all there will be a
logical sequence without requiring the taxpayer to bounce
back and forth from one page

to another and from one table
to another. This easy-to-follow
format is to be made possible
through tailor-made intermediate forms between the
current 1040As and 1040s, a
category into which a vast majority of taxpayers fall. The intermediate forms would be
customized for each category
of taxpayer, i.e., single, married filing joint return, married filing separate returns,
head of household.
But taxpayers shouldn't
hold their breath. It's going to
take long years, if ever, to get
to that point. The IRS will pick
one state for testing next year
with 20,000 taxpayers participating if everything works
as scheduled, the new look
process could go into effect
completely in another four
years for taxes due April 15,
1985.
If the IRS checked with taxpayers, it probably would
learn the public wants one
change: lower taxes. If the
rates went down dramatically, filling out the forms
wouldn't be a chore but a
pleasure.

Open Forum
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By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
NEW, YORK (AP) — What are we
going to do about Social Security?
Some people argue that Draconian
measures — severely scaling back the
program or gradually eliminating it
— are the only solution.
Rut no politician has ever found
such ideas to be workable in the real
world. Even President Reagan,
elected with a presumed mandate to
make heavy reductions in government spending, has taken pains to
keep Social Security sheltered from
the budget-cutting ax.
The millions of Social Security recipients represent a powerful political
force, quick to flex their muscles
whenever threatened.
And who is to say that people who
have contributed -to the system for
years don't "deserve" fair treatment
when their turn comes to start collecting from it?
Indeed, the defenders of the system
say it has made a major positive contribution to American society, saving
countless people from the fear of winding up in the poorhouse.
"The Social Security system is
sound in principle and, of all alternatives, is the best structure of income support for the United States,"
a commission appointed by Congress
recently concluded.
If we want to keep it, however,
we're going to have to-pay for it. During President Carter's administration, sharp increases in the payroll
tax that supports it were enacted. Yet
a crisis still looms.
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Loaing Back
10 Years Ago
Dr. Donald E. Jones, chairman of
the Department of Educational Services and Director of Student
Teaching at Murray State University,
has been named as new dean of the
Graduate School and Director of Extension.
Deaths reported include Olva W.
Clark, J. H. Jim ) Neale, and Earl J.

Karnes.
Lochie Overbey Christopher is serving as chairman of the 1971 Charity
Ballior Mental Health to be held June
12 at the Calloway Country Club with
music by Byron Gallimore's Combo.
The Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association was installed
here on May 2 at the Murray Woman's

Club House. Patsy R. Dyer is president.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Dover of Hazel
will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on May 16.
"Rameses," the play of the story of
Moses, will open again this summer at
the Kenlake Amphitheatre. The first
showing will be on June 11.

Letter To The Editor

20 Years Ago

Thanks To P.T.C.
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Linda, to Jackie D. Hoke,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Carl Hoke.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn attended the Knitting Arts Exhibition at
Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.,
and also visited points of interest in
Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, Pa.,
and New York. -

Projects of grading and draining on
the Poor Farm Road, Mitchell Story
Road, Farris Road, and Mt. CarmelValentine Road in Calloway County
have been approved, according to
Robert Young, County Democratic
chairman.

William E. Dodson of Murray has
been elected to membership in the
American Angus Association, St.
Joseph, Mo.
Births reported at the Murray
nospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Blakely, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Steen, and twin girls to Mr.
Deaths _reported include Mrs. Oury _and Mrs.OreanAdams.
J. Wilson,64.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Miller an-

Parents Anonymous

Business Mirror

Ill •Iv ik•

-- - .cot.IMrrTEE.
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30 Years Ago
Parents Anonymous (PA.) is the
largest national self-help organization
for parents who abuse or neglect their
children and who wish to improve
their family's lives. The meetings are
serious rap sessions in which a person
doesn't have to be afraid or feel guilty
about sharing feelings. The negative
feelings that cause abusive behavior
need an outlet so they won't accumulate or build up inside a person.
One goal of P.A. is to rechannel these
destructive attitudes and actions into
constructive loving parenting.
Parents Anonymous started in
California in 1970 and has grown to
over an 8,000 membership throughout
the country. A federal grant of $25,000
was used to help start some additional
independent P.A. chapters. There has
been a Murray chapter of P.A. since
1978.
The various purposes of P.A. are as
follows: 1.) the ceasing of abuse and
neglect; 2.) to enhance feelings of
self-esteem and self-worth; 3.) to acquire more realistic and appropriate
expectations regarding the behavior
of children; 4.) reducing social isolation; 5.) to bring together individuals
with similar problems; and 6.) to
learn positive parenting skills.
Parents Anonymous recognizes the
following as forms of child maltreat-

\
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Contributions have started coming vice in Korea.
Elected as officers of the Murray
in for the purchase of a resuscitator
ment: physical abuse, physical for the benefit of the Murray Rescue Lions Club were Rue Overby, Fred
neglect, emotional abuse, emotional Squad,according to W.0.Spencer.
Schultz, Jr., H. B. Bailey, Jr., 0. C.
deprivation; verbal assault, and sexMcLemore, Rob Huie, Henry Fulton,
ual abuse.
William J. Farris, builder, second James Dale Clopton, and Norman
Persons who participate in P.A. class, Construction Battalion, USN, Hale.
either come on their own or are refer- Almo Route 1, has returned to the
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
red by public and private agencies. In United States after nine months ser- and Mrs. Calvin Milby, May 4, a girl
both cases, all parents can only
benefit from the services provided by
this organization.
Often times there is only one spouse
attending the meetings, so there is
Various honor students of the Memorial Hospital School of Nursing
adequate child care services provided Calloway County High Schools in- this year with graduating exercises to
for the children during this time. The clude: Almo, Hilda Pritchett, valedic- start tonight. Local graduates include
volunteers try to work individually torian, and Odelle Boggess, Robbie Sykes of Murray and Everard
with the children in structured play salutatorian; Hazel, Lucille Wynn, Hicks of Hazel.
activities which are geared toward valedictorian, and Mildred Clayton,
Dr. Alfred Hottes, associate editor
specific needs.
salutatorian; Lynn Grove, Margaret of Better Homes and Garden
There are no fees or dues required. Key, valedictorian, and Karnell Hut- magazine, will speak at the Murray
The meetings are strictly confidential chins, salutatorian; New Concod, Woman's Club House on May 16.
and are held every Tuesday night Audrio.Mae Smith, valedictorian, and
Births reported this week include a
from 6:30-8:30. More information can Edd Hendon,salutorian.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker, April
be obtained by calling: 435-4385 or 753Deaths reported this week include ,25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Everett
5995.
Mrs. Rosie Dodd, 63, Samuel Cryder, Massey, May 1, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Any persons interested in calling
Fred Shelton, 22, Will L. Hughes, 75, Joel Curd, May 3, a -girl to Mr. and
this number will not have to reveal
Mrs. Jack White, May 3, and a girl to,
and Miss Mary Foster.
their names, since one's privacy is a
Mr.and Mrs. Lloyd Wilson, May 5.
Elected
as
new directors of the Murvery important part of this organizaThe Parliamentary Procedure
ray Chamber of Commerce were
tion.
team of the Lynn Grove High School
At times there is an overabundance Autry ,Farmer, F. H. Graham, F. B. Chapter of the Future Farmers of
of children during the meetings. If Crouch, Frank Albert Stubblefield, America will attend the Kentucky
anyone is interested in volunteer work and G. B.Scott.
meeting. Members include G. W.
with these children please call the
Four auto mechanics classes,a part Wood, Thomas Lee Armstrong, Mer_
above numbers.
of the National Defense Program for ritt Marine, Robert Lee Kelly,
Rural and Non-Rural Youth, will be Barkley Jones,and Hassel Miller with
started soon at Hazel, Lynn Grove, Bobbie R.Grogan as advisor.
Kirksey;and Almo Schools.
Murray Training School won first
Fourteen nurses including two boys place in the Jackson Purchase Track
the short term, the Old Age and
Silrivors Income fund is likely to will graduate from the William Mason and Field Meet held April 26. Clifton
become insolvent in 1982, if Congress
does not take action," says Buck Consultants, a New York employe
Students and members of the facul- Schools on May 1. Murray Mayor Edd
benefits consulting firm.
ty of Murray State College during Filbeck was speaker and presented
"In the long run, the 'graying of the
chapel inspected the $250,000 library prizes.
population' could lead to prohibitively
The Honorable Senator Alben W.
high tax rates to keep the system in which was opened at the college on
Barkley was speaker at the luncheon
May
4.
Margaret
Halley
is
librarian
the black."
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
Because of wide fluctuations in with Verna Goode and Ruth Evans as
held on May 7. Mothers of the
assistants.
birth rates, the "youth explosion"
Deaths reported this week include members were special guests.
that occurred in the two decades or so
The annual Iris Show,sponsored by
Hamlet
Curd.
after World War II is over. Now the
the Murray Garden Club, will be held
Mildred
Farris
is
valedictorian
and
average age of Americans is rising,
May 15 in the show room of the
shifting the Social Security balance Mary Frances Miller is salutatorian
Farmer-Purdom Chevrolet.
of
the
1931
class
of
35
students
at
Mursteadily away from the contributing
• Sausage is listed as selling for two
side of the system to the receiving ray High School.
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for the
Teachers
for
the
1931-32
school
year
side.
Murray Meat Market this week.
for
the
52
one
and
two
room
schools
Congress is now grappling with a
high
schools
in
and
six
Calloway
wide range of possible measures. One
of the most prominent is a proposal to County have been elected by .the
raise from 65 to 68 the age at which Calloway County Board of Education,
M. 0. Wrather,
workers could retire and begin draw- according to
superintendent. All two-room schools
ing full benefits.
with attendance under 50 will be
Meanwhile,suggestions for changes
started with one teacher.
in the system's structure pour in from
By Ken Wolf
The Rev. G. C. Fain, formerly of
all sides. As the debate continues,
In his famous manual for British
Murray, now executive secretary of
almost everyone agrees,the problems
the Memphis Conference Board of civil servants, Plain Words, Six
get worse.
Christian Education, will deliver the Ernest Gowers advises officials who
sermon for the commencement at wish to improve their writing that
Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn., on sometimes adjectives become the
enemies of nouns.
May 24.
He asks his readers to consider that
William Cutchin, 14, son of Prof.
The day following, Jesus would go
and Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, was winner the next time they speak or write of a
firth into Galilee, and fiadeth
grave emergency, an acute crisis, or
and saith unto him, "Follow me." — of the Twelfth Interscholastic honor
by placing first in geometry in the en- a true fact. In each of these cases, the
John 1:43.
use of the unnecessary adjective
As Jesus called men and women in tire state. He is a junior at Murray
might lead the reader to wonder about
Training
School
and
will
graduate
in
His own day to follow Him, so today
the truth expressed by the noun.
1932
at
the
age
of
15.
He is still calling men and women to
Does ;anyone know of an emergency
follow Him. What is your answer to Health Day was observed by Murray Training and Murray High that isn't grave,for example?
His call!

Dear Editor:
We would.like to express our thanks
for the lovely way the East P.T.C.
parents remembered us during
Teacher Appreciation Week.
The wall hanging and rattan butterflies greatly enhance the attractiveness of our lounge.
The daily hors d'oeuvres and the
luncheon on Friday were delicious
and enjoyed by all.
We appreciate your thoughtfulness
and consideration.
Sincerely,
The East Faculty
to Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus J. Wilson,
May 4, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Hughes, May 5.
Sue Cochran, almost blind
1•606 Sysd I.
,
1161 14c1
freshman at Murray State College,
has earned a perfect standing in her
grades.She is the daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Virgil Cochran of Murray Route
1.

RAFVIIIIT

40 Years Ago

Thurman is coach at the school. Team
members include Joe Windsor, Gene
Graham, Duvall Stone, Richard
Gholson, Richard Armstrong, John
Daniel Lovett, Galen Thurman, Joe
Robinson, Randolph Story, Paul Alexander, Charles Clark,Paul Haley,and.
Bill Washburn.

W01111414
FAILC
LIKE
cuCCESS

Echoes From The Past

50 Years Ago

Thoughts
In Season

Bible Thought

Lee Family History
This week we will conclude the
history of the Lee family as written by
Edward Lee. In case I didn't mention
it in the first installment of this family
history, it came from a book of family
histories put together by the Calloway
County Genealogical Society.
This book contains excellent
sources of information about many of
the old families of this county. If any
readers would like to add this book
(all 590 pages) to his/her library of
genealogical books, contact Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield at New Concord
and she can supply you with a copy for
$15.
"Mary (Polly) Lee, daughter of
David and Judith Lee, was born
December 2, 1815, died Dec. 19, 1874.
She married James Mardis March 13,
1832. Children were: Isaac Mardis,
born 1839, married Sarah *feet
November 27, 1857. Lucy Mardis, born
1841. Wiett Mardis,born 1844. Isabelle
Mardis, born 1$46. Mary Lee Mardis'
second marriage was to George W.
Brooks(born 1823)on May 11, 1849.
Children of Mary and George
Brooks were: George Mc, born 1856;
Elizabeth Brooks, born 1863.
McCuin (Mack) Lee,fourth child of
David and Judith Lee, was born in
Tennessee in 1816, died Aug. 27, 1892.
He married Jennie Midgett (born
1820) July 7, 1836.
Their children were: Lucy Jane,
born 1837; married Billy Glenn Ross,
who was born July 4, 1828 and died
May 15, 1889. David C. Lee, born 1840.
Jonathan Lee, born 1843, married
Mary Cornwell. Clarantine Lee, born
1846, married William Clayton.
Christopher Lee, married Mary Ann
Thorn. McCuin (Cool) Lee, born 1848,
killed by lightning June 1908, married
Martha Jane Page. Linn Boyd Lee,
married Emily McDaniel.
Mack Lee's second marriage was to
Frances Page on Oct. 4, 1853. Their
children were: Mary, born 1858, married Tom Hale. Mack, born 1860, mar-

ried Melvina Ogilvie(born 1846) first
and Frances Brandon second. Minus,
born Nov. 22, 1866, died July 7, 1951;
married Sarah Barnett, born Aug. 23,
1869, died June 2,1951.
Nancy (Pensa ), born 1864, married
Bryant Scott. Thomas Lee, born 1868,
first married Betty Rudolph Sept. 25,
1890; then married Jucy Jones Nov.
25,1906.
Mack Lee's third marriage was to
Rhoda C. Filbeck on Dec. 23, 1869.
They had one child, Sally, born 1873,
who married Will Lee, father of Dan
t
and Ben Lee. Mack Lee and his three ,,
wives are buried in Palestine
Cemetery.
Matilda Lee, daughter of David and
Judith Lee, was born in Kentucky in
1821. She married Thomas Thorn Dec.
13, 1848.
Children of Matilda and Tom Thorn
were: Jack, who ma med twice, both
Tuckers, the second one Sarah. Betty
Thorn, married Joe Collins. Mary Ann
Thorn, married Christopher Lee.
George Thorn, married Tennie Irvan.
Ihe
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Our firm intention is to have every *dyer'
tied item in stock on our shelves Nan
-advertised hem a not available for purchase due to any unforeseen reason,
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for the merchandise (one hem or reasonable family quantity)lobs purchased at the
sale pnce whenever available Or will sell
ydu a compatible quality item at a comparable reduction in pnos.
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camera dept.
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Choice of your favorite formula plus
savings, too.
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Villa men

Our Reg.
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LADIES'BRAS

All white meat seasoned
dressing, fluffy potatoes,
hot vegetable, roll and
butter, 10 oz. Coke

ROAST TURKEY DINNER

Newest styles in Easy-Care Fabrics.
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limit 2
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"D" batteries.
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1
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Tasty Cookies

2
Vacuum

3 Days

Choose 4 flavors.
13-oz." package.
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and models. Save.
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Chocolat•Chlp
CInammon Swirls
Venetian Creme
Shortcake
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VACUUM CLEANER
BAGS

Pkg.

Pkgs.
For $I

Bags
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Gravy Train

25 Lb.Bag

3/1.00

3.33

1.15

0-Lives Cat Food

Trash Liners
50 Ct Rol

2 Liter Pepsi
Stock up now. Shop
& Save At Kmart

II Os.Can
Se•Our Full Una Of Pet Food

'Net wt.

2, 40-w

Fluorescent
tubes plus
hardware
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SERVICES INCLUDE
1. Oil change (up to 5
qt K mart 10W40
motor oh)
2. Install I K mart •
brand oil filter
3. Chassis lubrication
(fittings extra)

58.88
Disc/Drum
Brakes
Savings for
many U.S
cars.

000l a111,0100.110
adtaa0n0l

'''''"V*01*:1".

FREE Installed
IlICIRICAI
SYSTEM CHICK
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cars, light

12/
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WILL PERFO,WITHOUT CHARGE THESE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
I aleforly AMMO TIM
4 Tin allf4M00 AIM*

On Sale Sun.-Sat.

On Sale Mon.-Sat

why

compiimentaiy rim ausnewict

X

SERVICES INCLUDE.
I install front disc broke
pads and linings on
MCP Wheels
2 Resurface drums and
true rotors
3 Inspect front calipers
1 Rebuild rear wheel
cylinders. N possible.
replace. V necessary.
at additional parts
cost per wheel
cylinder
5 Repack Inner and
outer bearings
6 Inspect master
cylinder
7 Replace front grease
seals
,8 Reel hydrauic system
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toir
2 For'3I

I carimr

1.27 Sale
Sandable primer. Aerosol.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

A

Windshield Wipers I
*As
%. Sale Price
Pair of refills or 1 I
blade. Many'cars.
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Fins & Feathers
(
&Meer Editor: Mary Barney

MEMO OUTDOORS

The Kentecky-liarkky Bass 'so Gals held their
children's day teersameat, eat ef Devils Ellsow, Salve.
day, May 2. All children received • trephy for the fish
they catsgM wad for geed sportsmanship. (Top Pb.?.)
I.'.., rew, left te right, the children wise participated
were, Amy Femme!, Mitzi Elkins, Kate Moisten, Pam Rose,
Jason Grimes, Lea Berry, Chris Little, Ricky Atkins sad
Mary Ann Gilbert, back rew, J•dy Jacebsina, Mechell•
Elkins, Meaty Thompson, Mike Thompson, Jeff Shields,
Rkky Nilson. (loft photo) Mike Thempson held& his
string of fish and waits to be weighed is.(Bottom phote)
After the tearnameat the childree sad women tea thew
eat for•pknk.
Photos By Mary Barna

Lake-by-Lake
Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
BluegW fishing is improv'big as lakes clear and
stabilize, the state Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources reports.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Kentucky: Catfish good on
cutbaits off rocky points in
main lake and fair along
riprap below the dam;
bluegill fair on flies in the
main lake and improving in
the tailwaters; crappie
slow; black bass fair on spinnerbaits along deep banks
over submerged cover and
dropoffs; clear to murky,
stable at summer pool, 70
degrees.
Barkley: Bluegill good in
main lake and tailwaters on
worms and crickets along
shoreline; catfish good on
nightcrawlers along rocky
banks on nightcrawlers and
on cutbait in tailwaters;
crappie fair on minnows
over submerged cover;
white bass fair in tailwaters;
clear, stable at summer
pool, 70 degrees.

Billy (Moak) Mendes, Murray, came by norm Salt Co. Seeday, May 3 with this
goyim posed 12 oesce bass. Meek cam* the leadier en Barkley Lake.

(Editor's Note: Following
is the second half of
"Lakeland Outdoors" writer
Wade Bourne's recount of
his recent hunting/fishing
trip to the Missouri Ozarks.
The first half described
smallmouth bass fishing in
the Current River near Van
Buren, Missouri.)
Steve Fugate's trophy
smallmouth had earned him
steak at the Big Spring
Restaurant - at the expense
Jf Tommy Snow and myself.
And after also putting away
a salad, french fries and a
wedge of coconut pie, he was
ready for the sack. This
suited Tommy and me, for
our day had started early
and grown long.
Our main purpose for coming to Missouri was wild
turkeys. For the past thret
decades the Missouri Conservation Department has
carried out a model turkey
restoration effort throughout
the state. Following World
War II, biologists estimated
Missouri's turkey flock at
2,500 birds. But through a
vigorous trap and release
program, spring hunting
seasons are now open in 109
of the state's 114 counties.
The present flock is.
estimated at 160,000, and
each spring an army of some
70,000 hunters takes to the
woods with the hope of bagging a gobbler. Conservation
Department
officials
estimate that 16,000-18,000 of
the big birds will be
harvested during the twoweek season. Steve, Tommy
and I hoped three of those
gobblers would wear our
tags.
The steep hills of the
Missouri Ozarks are vibrant
in late April. As dawn
breaks, the mist climbs the
ridges. The dogwoods and
redbud stand out against
darker trees before the
sunlight is strong enough to
differentiate the colors.
Whippoorwills flood the
valleys with their love songs,
and hopefully the hollow rattle of a turkey gobbler will
echo an exciting good morning.
Except our first morning
wasn't like this. Rain swept
over the hills, accompanied
by gusty winds. Turkeys
gobble very little on mornings like this, and that's
logical. Who'd want to gobble with cold wind blowing
up their tailfeathers and
water dripping off their
beak? We retired back to our
headquarters, the Garden of
Eden canoe camp, and plotted strategy for the next
day's hunt.
Morning two dawned a little better, but still it was windy. I checked out a valley
where I'd heard a solitary
gobble the morning before.
Tommy was on top of an adjacent ridge, and Steve was
across a gravel road in the
river bottom.

My turkey slept late, but
from Steve's direction I
could hear a continuing
series of gobbles from
several birds. I also expected at any moment to
hear the report from Steve's
shotgun, but none came. At
the end of the second hunting
session (hunting is allowed
only until noon each day),
Steve reported back.
"All the turkeys are across
the river," he said. "Let's
rent a boat this afternoon
and paddle across and check
it out."
The other side of the river
looked ideal. Overgrown bottoms splayed out into steep
ridges. An old railroad bed
offered easy access, and
turkey tracks were common
in the mudholes. This was
where we'd be the next morning at dawn.
And Steve and I were, but
Tommy pulled a fast one.
He'd scouted another part of
the Mark Twain National
Tom Snow admires his first-ever wild turkey, taken
Forest and had found a near Van Buren, Missouri. That state's Ozark region,
honey hole. He opted to go it with its Mark Twain National Forest, offers the best
alone, and only Steve and I turkey opportunity in the mid-South.
had paddled across the
river.
my back and laid my The young bird stood confusThe morning threatened shotgun
over
my ed for a moment, then took
rain; we hoped it would hold outstretched legs. I pulled up off in a panic. At that one
off long enough for the my camouflage face mask, moment there's no greater
turkeys to gobble off the then blew a short series of feeling of satisfaction in the
roosts. And as we waited in a yelps with my tube call.
- outdoors.
small openfni, dawn was
Steve met me back at the
In such a situation you
grested by four different never really expect it to hap- boat. We crossed the river
toms rattling the woods all pen, but in less than five and decided to drive out to
around us. Steve went one minutes the big gobbler step- Tommy's spot. We passed
way,and I went the other.
ped out in the road 50 yards him coming in, he pulled
My turkey's roost was in down in the woods. He had a over, and we turned around.
the juncture of two ridges on joke (immature gobbler) As we approached he was
the north side of the valley. with him, and the young twirling a turkey feather in
The afternoon before, I'd turkey started walking my his mouth and grinning like a
scouted s logging trail that way. The gobbler followed, rat in a cheese factory. In
went up the spine of one of beard swinging, eyes sear- the bed of his truck lay a
the ridges, and I figured it ching my direction for the handsome adult gobbler.
"Three gobblers came in
would give me quick access hen. My body went rigid. I
together," he said. "They
to the turkey.
dared not even blink.
Something about a gobblAt 40 yards the jake turned cam right to my call. When I
ing bird pumps you up, and I off the road and started shot I felt a rush of adrenalin
started running up the ridge. scratching in the leaves. The through my body." He smilMy running turned into a big gobbler quartered away. ed the smile of a newly baptrot, into a walk, into a rest Neither bird was looking my tized, newly hooked turkey
by the time I got halfway up. direction. Now was the time. hunter.
I was breating so hard I had I quickly brought the "Put your things in
difficulty hearing my bird, shotgun up, aimed at the rorruny's truck," Steve told
but he was still there.
gobbler's head and squeez- me. "It's only 9 o'clock. I'm
going back to get a turkey."
And then the rain started, ed.
a gentle but steady shower. At the gun's report the The last we saw of him, he
My turkey and the others gobbler went down to stay. was heading for the woods.
across the valley got quiet
HOW MANY BOATERS?
like somebody took the needle off the record.
by Bob Brewster
This situation called for
MERCURY OUTDOOR CONSULTANT
strategy, and I'm no great
If you were asked to guess continues to play an importurkey strategist. But I knew
approximately where the how many Americans went tant role in the outdoor
bird was. He'll still fly down, boating last year, what recreation plans of many
people. Major interests are
I reasoned. My best chance would be your answer?
Consider yourself well in- fishing and water skiing, but
would be to sneak on up the
ridge, find a spot where I formed if you said better increasing in popularity are
-ould see through the woods, than one-third. Information family-oriented activities
available to Mercury out- such as day-long picnic
and sit down and call.
The trail flattened out on boards' boating department outings and overnight boat
top of the ridge and cut shows that nearly 60 million camping.
The outlook for boating opthrough a clearing where persons participated more
logs had been stacked. The than once in boating last portunities in the future is
border between the clearing year. Additionally, these good, in spite of concern
and the woods on the other water enthusiasts own 11.5 about possible energy shoraide was thick, and then the million pleasure craft of tages. Smaller, light boats,
woods opened beautifully. I which 6.7 million were out- powered by more fuel efficient outboard engines, are
chose a spot some 30 yards board powered.
These figures attest to the being introduced into the
past the clearing just off the
trail, sat down with a tree to fact that outboard boating marketplace.

1

Mete Courtesy atoms Salt Co.
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Darnell Marine Sales

SPORTING GOODS

Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway 94 East

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

OWNER: Gary Darnell
*
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BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
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TOPICS
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AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1968• 15 Years Of Dependable Service

%
•

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

*Cover Al Windows
*Cover Over Nana
On Brick Homes
Meyer Paint Again
•Compiete Renilocieling
We Build Cupboards To At
•Boofing
*Storm Windows b Doors

Free Estimates Can

436-2802
Rt 5 Box 2059 Murray, Ky

641 Super Shell

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

THE JONES

Ore &mit* Kawmcky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring
*Boss Hawk Boats
Authorized Evinrude

*i.C. Pontoons

Sales& Service
I VII1R11171
••; A
!:i Fte/If /

R R 2 Buchanan Tenn (901) 232-8221

•

•
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Ming tine
Man, the fish sure are acwling funny, aren't they?
,Nome folks have found crap•.-pie in shallow water brush
while others found them on
but the next
day they couldn't be found in
either place. I realize there
are exceptions and some
fishermen always catch at
least a few.I attribute this to
experience in "knowing" the
lake, or water being fished
and braving the elements,
whatever they may be.
Some fishermen think our
.--. crappie have spawned
already since they were in
• shallow water in such large
-,: 'numbers,however,there are
!i
‘
other indications that suggest the crappie might not
spawn at all.
Our knowledge of ideal or
necessary water conditions,
needed for spawning and
hatching, may need updating. I have observed shad
1
2to 3/4 of an inch long for
fry/
the past two weeks and the
water temperture is only 66
degrees now!
I guess we have to learn
how to fish, if they are
spawning, in water that is
much cooler than we are used to fishing! We must be
overlooking some basics
which are stored away so
lets do some brain picking
and see what we can come
up with next week.

sistent productivity.
This balance may be affected by the weight of the
point that is applied to the
sides or the way the
screweye is positioned on the
lip of the lure. When you're
dealing with weights as
small as 1/1000th of an
ounce, there is always the
possibility that all of the
parts, when assembled, will
not perfectly balance."
There is a solution however,
and the process is a simple
one. First, one must determine the effect of the imbalance and this is done by
:listing a normal distance,
pointing your rod tip at the
lure and retrieving it at a
fast pace.
If the lure is out of tune it

Take the lure and with
will run to the right or left in
small
needle nose pliers, just
which case the ncessary adbarely, "spring" the eyelet
justment is as follows.
The recommended turning toward the side that was runpoint of every lure is the ning down, in our example,
screweye to which thew 4/41 wyml,c) grkrina the eyelet
il'aThe lett eye side. It is
fishing line is attached. For
illustration, lets say your very important not to bend
lure is running with its left the eyelet.
Check the lure by casting
eye looking toward the bottom (see "C" and "D"). Im- again and if it comes
portant Note: In the past,the straight toward your rodtip
first step was to check to it is properly tuned. If it still
make sure the screweye was runs to one side repeat the
tightly screwed into the lure. "spring" process.
Tuning your crankbaits is
However, changes in
assembly have eliminated one of the most important
the screw and replaced with skills you as a fisherman can
with a "shot" in eye. Under develop. The result of this
no circumstances should you skill will be lures that run
attempt to screw the eyelet true at their designed depth
in. To do so would break the and tuned lures do catch
seal and make the lure un- more fish.
HAPPY FISHING
tunable.

Pbeles by Mary Borrow

LEFT EYE DOWN - SPRING
SCREW EYE AS SHOWN

RIGHT EYE DOWN - SPRING
SCREW EYE AS SHOWN

This information explains
how you can tune or adjust a
lure so it runs properly and
In turn catch More fish.

Lanny West, Vice President of Rebel Lures, was
very helpful in pinpointing
the causes of an untuned
lure. Mr. West said, "The
• Rebel lures are constructed
in such a way that each part
, must fit into a system of
critical balance, to which
fishermen attribute ther eon-

Ron Shearer Wins Operation Bass
Kentucky Lake guide and
professional tournament
fisherman, Ron Shearer,
scored an impressive victory
in Operation Bass' first
Western Kentucky Division
Bass tournament held out of
Kentucky Dam Marina on
May 3rd. His six bass tipped
the scales at 18 lb.-3 oz.,
almost five pounds more
than the second place
finisher.
All Ron's fish, including a
7 lb.-2 oz. hawg, were caught
using a skippin' technique
that Ron •himself developed.
It involves literally skippin'
a plastic worm across the
water into heavy overhagning cover that could not be
reached by conventional
casting. Black grape Baby
Gator Tails and Ding-A-

I received some good information from Plastics
Research and Development
Corporation, the makers of
Rebel lures, and I would like
to share part of it with you
folks that use crankbaits.

A lure, (deep or shallow
running crankbait), which is
not properly tuned will do a
number of things, most of
them non-productive.
First, it will not run at the
depth the manufacturer
designed it to. All lip baits,
• or "alphabet plugs," are
designed to dig into the
water, straight down to the
running depth. An untuned
lure will run to the right or
left preventing it from
reaching the fish. This is unnatural and, although there
are exceptions, it is not the
• accepted way to tempt Mr.
Bass. Also, when your lure is
running on its side the hooks
are exposed, causing more
than normal hangups.

The Murray Bass Claim held their children's day tearnansent oat of Cypress Springs, Suaday, May 3. (Top
photo) Children participating in the event and receiving
trophies were left to right, kart row, Leigh Saber, Justin
Miller, Rebecca Miller, John McCeassell, Clay By..
Ricky Atkins, and DOOMS Lewis, buck row, Dees New
den, Chock Baker, Meath Ryan, John Mark Morris, Li:
Marqrsardt, Chris Jenkins, Chad Joakins, Rkky Noises,
Mary Ann Silbert and Shawnees McCuisten. (bottom
photo)The children had those to play Were a lunch of het
dogs, chips and drinks was prepared.

Fishing Tips

top qualifiers from the
midwest together to compete
for several thousand dollars
in cash prizes as well as a
new Ranger 350 bass rig.
Second place, Dennis Marsill of Dawson Springs, Kentucky, was only able to catch
three keepers but they
weighted a whopping 13 lb.11 oz. His eight pound lunker
was the largest bass of the
tournament.
Kentucky Lake tournament veteran, Dave Hutcheson, finished in .third
place with a total weight of
12 lb.-13 oz. throwing a green
%JAL, lizard around submerged
Lings (plastic worms with bushes in Lake Barkley.
excessive tail action ) proved
The only 7 fish limit weighto be what the bass wanted. ed in the tournament was
Ron, who is sponsored by caught by fourth place Ray
Ranger Boats, earned the Barga, manager of Kenlead in the race for the tucky Dam Marina. His 11
Ranger Classic to be held in lb.-12 oz. was just enough to
October that will bring the pass fifth place finisher

Charles Story of Murray,
Kentucky with 11 lb.-9 oz.
Rounding out the top ten
were: Hugh Massey, Murray, KY ( 10-15 ; Eddie
Pickett, Greensburg, KY :( 98); Roil Colbert, Mayfiqld,
KY (9-2); Charlie Evans
(Berea, KY); Dwight Little,
'
Madisonville, KY 8-15.(
,
TOP TWENTY
Ron Shearer, 18-3;• Dennis
Marsili, 13-11; Dave Hutchison, 12-13; Ray Barga,91112; Charles Story, 11-9' Hugh
Massey. 10-15; Eddie
Pickett,9-8; Ron Colbert and
Charlie Evans tied with 9-2:
Dwight Little,8-15;
Don Jones, 8-8; Fuzzy
Lambert, 8-7; Sonny Wilson,
7-15; Eddie Rollins, 7-10; Bill
Taylor, 7-6; eil Stubblefield.
7-5; Elby Hunt, 7-3; Bill
Schroeder, 6-13; Roger
Pickard. 6-5; Jim Battoe, 513.

4.• NA

'Why all the different sizes
of bobbers? The idea is to
use one no larger than needed to hold your bait just over
the bottom or in between
where fish may be feeding.
*On hot summer days fish
want shade just as much as
you do. They find it deep
under concentrations of
weeds — where they're hard
to reach. Someday try cutting a hole in dense weeds,or
other cover, then return to
fish through it later.
'When you locate a deep,
dark hole in a lake, try
fishing it from all directions,
not just one. This is because
the fish, especially bass,
walleyes or pike, might be
lob Ranch, Isfefwroll, and Wayne Danself, net pkivred, brooght In this string of
feeding on only one side of
45 erapple Meader", May 4 after fishing on Barkley Lake.
the hole.
Pbello Ceeriesy norm,UM Co.
'It's easier to keep minalive and lively if you
nOws
ff511:_ct-,
occasionally drop an ice
cube into the minnow
until spring to got your boat
bucket. Don't overdo it and
and motor in shape? Contact Bob Strode, former
chill them — just cool them
_J
service manager of Mack Ji Mock, your authorized
intermittently. The cube also
Mercury & MerCruiser Service Dealer.
adds oxygen to the water.
'Alter bass spawn, the big
females leave nest-tending
to smaller males who will
4
average under four pounds.
4
Located at JO US.688. 800, the west end of Aurora, Ky
(There is no record of a male
Gary Jenklas, a Fisheries Biologist for TVA, receives! this Sports Afield Best-ini
bass weighing over six
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
specks Angling Award for this three pissed fear ounce spotted bass he caught Mar%
pounds.)So, the time is comSun. 1-6 p.m.
eh IS, 14110 while fishisig with Deep loony-R in Seger Bay ere Kentucky Lake./
paratively short when you
Jenkins also won the award in 1171 with a three pound two ounce spotted has
Aurora,
Ky.
502-474,2254
Li can catch the monster
caught
eat of Kentacky Lake.
females from a spawning
fra
[7,-] LD L
Li 15
PUN by Mary Borrow
bed.
)1111COVIECNIIKAINK entieteMeal
****************************
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•
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

WHY WAIT,

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 40'end 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operetedintesetes meters growth on boat bottom

Authorizsd EVINRUDEDEALER
Sales Et &wrists

El

EVII7RUVF
SAl F S
SI RVICE

Adjacent to Sportsmen's Safari Cempgrowid

Rt.5Benton,KY 42025

502/35445011

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Qualify & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071
- r--

Phone
502-”,3-5693

*
**
i
*I* Kenlake. Marina
*
.
* Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
*
*

*
*
*

Boat, Motor,Pontoon & Ski
*
*
*RentalsGuide
Service-Covered
Storage:
*
*
*
'Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
..,...*
(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 mr
* Rt 1 Hardin
* .
*
****************************
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appy Holiday Travel,Inc
mte
R AeynstoON k!al.:k
cLowt[
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Pa
co
Take 91 East out of Murroy for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Fol/ow 280 for 7 melts post Sooner s Grocery Take
b'orlr too into Panoramoland follow blacktop to your right
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Hargrove Pitches 4-Hitter, But Sickling Is Tougher

Hitting Slump Costs Lakers 4-0 District Loss To Marshals
By MIKE KLIS
Sports Writer
Almost every team falls
into a slump during the
course of a season, hoping it
will not come at the end of
the season when games are
of their utmost importance
in preparing for the state
tournament.
Unfortunately for the
Calloway County baseball
team, their lowInslide
started with six games left
on the schedule and climaxed in a 4-0 shutout by Marshall County in yesterday's
district contest played at
Reagan Field.
Calloway's loss gave the
district championship to
Murray on on the basis of the
Tigers' 11-9 victory over
Marshall in Thursday's
district opener.
After jumping out to a 12-2
record, the Lakers lost five

of their last six games and
finished the season with a 137 mark.
-I told the kids before the
ballgame that win, lose, or
draw, we've still had a great
,season," coach Joe
Stonecipher said. "I'm tickled to death with our season.
It's one of the best teams
Calloway County has ever
had."
It would have been much
better if the Laker bats had
not gone rusty at the tail end
of the year. Perhaps one explanation for the Lakers
dismal offense in yesterday's- game was the week
layoff that Calloway had
before the game.
"I didn't like it a bit,"
Stonecipher said."When you
have a layoff period like we
did, you become stale and
lose your intensity. We're used to playing every day; we

play better when we play ing, two runs came across to
every day. The layoff give Marshall a 3-0 lead.
disrupted our daily pattern.
The final tally of the game
I'm not saying that's what came in the fifth when
beat us, but its something Darnell connected on a Don
that will have to be worked Hargrove fastball and drove
out next year."
the ball over the left field
With or without the layoff, fence. It was one of the few
Calloway still needed to hit mistakes Hargrove made in
the ball to score runs, and the game.
the Lakers did little to attack
The junior
Laker
the pitching of Matt Sickling. southpaw walked only one
After a shaky first inning batter and allowed only four
that saw the Lakers load the hits and two earned runs.
bases with only out, Sickling Howeverriltki,"_?:
ofcaught Kirk Starks and Billy
. fense was unable to back
Berberich looking at third him with any runs.
strikes to kill the rally. The
"Hargrove pitched one of
side-armer went the the better efforts of his
dlstance, striking out five career," Stonecipher said
and allowing just three proudly. "Except for the
singles.
home run he pitched a
-The first inning set the tremendous game. It's too
tone for what happened later bad we couldn't get hint any
ballgame," runs."
the
in
Stonecipher reasoned.
The Lakers will return all
The Lakers had a runner but three players to next
reach as far as second base year's squad. Yesterday's
in the third and seventh inn- game was the last for seniors
ings. Each time Sickling Marty McCuiston, Berberich
worked his way out of the and Rick Markle.
problem without any
"There's a possibility that
damage.
we will be returning 14
Kevin Holt hit a run- players next year,"
scoring double in the top of Stonecipher gleamed. "
the first inning to give the We're very happy about
Marshals the only run they that."
needed. When Nick Darnell's Marshall Co.. 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 — 4 4 1
ground ball skipped under G011oway Co..0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0 3 2
Matt Sickling and Nick Darnell; Don
Berberich's glove with • the Hargrove
and Craig Darnell. 2B —
bags loaded in the third inn- Kevin Holt M.HR—DarneUM.

BITTERSWEET CONGRAGUIATIONS — Calloway County pitcher Don Hargrove
(with jacket over left arm)
shakes hands with a Marshall County player after pitching a complete game
in the takers' 4-0 season-ending
district loss to the Marshals.

Watson Retains Lead
Bob's TV Service

Tragedy Mars Nelson Classic

ortAlioagwir"
FROM BASES-LOADED TO DUST — A walk to Marty
McCuiston with only one out was'followed by back-toback strikeouts as Calloway County's first-inning threat
was stymied.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) — It was a
day of golfing turbulence
and bizarre tragedy, gusty
winds and sporadic rainfall.
But at the Byron Nelson Golf
Classic, there is one constant: Tom Watson.
Golfdom's freckle-faced
godfather conquered the
elements and a fast field and
took a one-shot lead into the
third round today of the

Top Qualifying Speed Could
Be 5 Miles Faster This Year
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) — dianapolis Motor Speedway
Consensus . among In- track at 197.715 mph on Mondianapolis 500 drivers was day,the third day of practice
that, barring adverse for the May 24 race.
weather, the top speed in toThat speed held until
day's opening round of shortly after the track openqualifications could be five ed on Friday, when Unser,
miles an hour faster than 47-year-old veteran of 18 Inlast year, and teammates. dianapolis races, wheeled
Bobby Unser and Rick his new Penske PC-9B
Mears seemed most likely to. around the 2"2-mile track at
lead the assault.
198.194 mph.
Unser, a two-time Indy
Mears, who won the race
winner, set the tone for the two years ago at age 27,later
week when he burned the In- was timed on several stopPurcell Beaten By Pecci,

watches at 198.4, and the
private duel between the two
Penske teammates resumed
less than an hour later when
Unser recorded an electriceye speed of 199.510. Mears
came back with a 199.5, and
some hand-held stopwatches
showed him just over 200.
Speedway officials wouldn't
confirm the higher speed.
"I wasn't trying to get the
better of him, but I think he
was trying to get the better
of me," said Mears.

$300,000 weather-plagued
Nelson swatfest.
Bidding for an unprecedented fourth straight
victory here, Watson matched Preston Trail's par 70 Friday and his two-day total of
136 put him a stroke ahead of
erratic Ray Floyd.
Floyd, once commanding
a two-shot lead at 6-under
par, collected two windbitten double bogeys on the
home stretch for a 69 and second place in the chase for
the $54,000 first prize.
"I'm tickled to death,"
Floyd said of his sub-par
round, admitting that it
would take "a lot of adjectives" to explain how he
tumbled from 6-under par to
,2-under in six chaotic holes.
All things considered, he
grumbled, "getting in 1under was a hell of a round
today."
Floyd dropped a 35-foot
birdie putt on the 18th green
and, with a sigh, said: "That
was a nice way to finish an
up-and-down round."
Almost overshadowing the
Watson-Floyd duel was a
freak early morning accident in which a huge, stormweakened oak tree limb

plunged perhaps 50 feet into
a crowd of spectators at the
third green.
One man died and several
other people were injured,
including three who required
hospital treatment.
The accident occurred as
Gene Littler, Charles Coody
and Pete Brown approached
the green and the tragedy
left golfers, club officials
and spectators visibly rattled.
"I think all three of us,
given the opportunity, would
have just walked back to the
clubhouse," Coody said.
After a brief, unofficial
delay, play resumed.
Watson, who learned of the
mishap after 11 holes, said it
was "like being struck by
lightning. It kind of rips your
guts out. There's no rhyme
nor reason for it."
Friday was a traumatic
day also for rookie Tim Norris, whose opening 66 earned
him a share of the firstround lead with Watson. He
three-putted four times and
bogeyed the three closing
holes for a 73.
At that, he was alone in
fourth place, one of only four
players under par at the

midway point and one stroke
behind Buddy Allin, with
back-to-back 69s.
"I'm still not out of it,"
vowed Norris, 24, a nonwinner.

Moved
To

713 So. 12th St.

1-Ball Signups Left

(In Roar of Clayton's
Across From Stony's)

Anyone who is still interested in registering to
play T-Ball this summer can
do so by calling Chic Nute at
753-2426 or at 753-8141 during
the week.

Captain
Tasty Seafood at a
Value like you like it!
All You Can Eat
Fish Feast

6-2, 6-2

Kirmayr's Magic Act Works Again
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Thriving on the brink of
elimination, Carlos Kirmayr
now takes his magic act
against Poland's Wojtek
Fibak. If it's another success
story, the next stop for the
little Brazilian will be Sunday's final of the 1.592,000
Tournament of Champions
at Forest Hills.
"I don't do anything —
they do it," Kirmayr said
after ousting ninth-seeded
Balazs Taroczy 4-6, 7-6, 7-6 in
the quarterfinals Friday. "I
just keep the pressure on
them."
Fibak, the tournament's
fifth seed,advanced with a 26,6-3, 6-3 victory over fourthseeded Eliot Teltscher at the

fabled West Side Tennis
Club.
Today's other semifinal
pits 11th-seeded Victor Pecci
of Paraguay against No. 10
Eddie Dibbs. Pecci
eliminated Mel Purcell 6-2,
6-2, while Dibbs upset
second-seeded Jose-Luis
Clerc of Argentina 7-5, 6-4.
The semifinals and Sunday's final will be nationally
telecast on ABC-TV.
. Kirmayr has displayed an
unnerving habit of letting his
opponent reach match point
before pulling out his bag of
tricks, returning everything
hit his way and changing his
style of play with every
change of serve.
He started off this week by
shocking top-seeded John
McEnroe 5-7, 7-6, 6-2.

Ao

Please Support
And Vote For

MAURICE WILSON
for

SHERIFF
—Exporioncod, losportiol, Coortoon
—A t Nor Sort** Day or Night—

McEnroe serve two consecutive aces to take a 6-5
lead in the tiebreaker, but
Kirmayr won four of the next
five points for a 9-7 margin
and second-set victory.
In the only match where
Kirmayr could be considered the favorite, Angel
Gimenez of Spain won the
first set 6-3 and had two
match points in the secondset tiebreaker. Again, the
Brazilian pulled off his
magic and came away with a
3-6, 7-6,6-2 victory.
Then came Taroczy. Again
Kirmayr lost the opening
set, but this time he dug
himself even a deeper hole.
In the second set, Taroczy
broke in the first and fifth
sets, sprinting out to a 5-1
lead.
Kirmayr came roaring
back, sometimes playing a
baseline game, sometimes
playing serve and volley,
changing speeds, lobbing.
He broke Taroczy in the
eighth and 10th games while
holding his own serve, moving out front 6-5.
Taroczy served a love
game and again ICirrnayr
second-set
faced a
tiebreaker'. Three times
Taroczy had match point.
II

Three times Kirmayr staved
him off, eventually winning
15-13.
The third set also went to a
tiebreaker, and the persistent Kirmayr won again,this
time at 7-3.
"I don't know if!can win"
the $100,030 first-place prize,
Kirmayr said. "I'm going

for

one match at a time. All of
the players left all play very
well."
Dibbs, basically a baseline
player, surprised Clerc by
coming to the net."I'm moving a lot better now," said
Dibbs. "I'm waiting for the
right shot and then coming in
once in a while."
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Limited Time Offer

DAN McNUTT

SHIE1D
Of
SHFITIR

753-044S
Woo& Affilorsoo Socretory

Limited Time Offer

Only on Tues.and Wed.

The Shield
DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
(oftl NATIONAL NOM Kw)

Sunday CI Mon.

Each Chipper includes 2 boneless fish
fillets, crisp fries, creamy slaw and
homemade hushpuppies.

too

I've Got
SEE

•

Includes all the fish fillets you can
eat plus fries, slaw and hush puppies.

2 Chippers I

There's a

Shield for you

Call
753-5191

SOON TO If
SMOTE WS.
COMPANY

Murray
12th & Olive
753-9383
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief

Major League

DUF-ViELDORF, West Germany
(AP) - Austrahans won both men's
singles matches against the United
States to take first place in the "Red
Group" in the $130,000 Nation's Cup
tennki tournament.
Peter McNamara of Australia beat
Harold Solomon 64. 3-6, 6-3; and Paul
By The Amscialed Prom
kkNomee topped Stan Smith 6-2,1-2,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
enabling the Australians to take a 2-0
EAST
lead, with doubles matches remaining
W L
Pd. GB
to he played.
St. Louis
14 6 .700 Wed Germany was third after winn- Montreal
II 8 .667 ing both singles matches against Italy. Philadelphia
17 9 .654 . CHICHESTER, England (AP) - Pittsburgh
10 10 .500 4
Mark Vines defeated Sweden's Jan New York
7 15 .318 8
Gunuarson 6-4, 5-7, 6-4; while Steve Chicago
4 19 .174 1111
Krulevils ousted South Africa's Dave
WEST
Sdineider 6-3, 6-2 in the semifinals of Los Angeles
19 8
the 835,000 Pernod Trophy Tourna- Atlanta
15 12 .556 4
ment
Cincevuiti
13 12 .520 5
Mihai
of
In women's play, Florenta
San Francisco
13 16 .448 7
Romania topped Clare Harrison of Houston
12 15 .444 7
Britain 6-2, 6-4; while Rene Uys of San Diego
9 19 .321 104
South Africa beat Diane Stewart • of
Frklay's Genies
Britain 6-0.64.
San Francisco 4, Montreal 3
Clnainnati 4, Houston 0
•
Atlanta 4, Chicago 3,11 imams
los Angeles 1, New York 0
son, and Greg Williams, linebackers;
By Timegogr-• '-!'ress
Philadditia 11, San Diego 7
BASEBALL.
Scott Fens and Mike Densmore, offen&Louis 5, Pittsburgh 4
American Leave
sive guards; Steve Moyer and Allen
Sobrdays Gomm
DETROIT TIGERS- Activated Bill Massey, offensive tackles; Gary
San
Francisco (Griffin 1,2) at Montreal
Fahey, catcher. Designated Duffy England, offensive guard; and Ted
(Rogers 3-1)
Dyer,catcher,for reassignment.
Blackwell, running back. Announced
Los Angeles (Sutcliffe 2-2) at New Yort
FOMBALL
that Ben Rudolph, defensive lineman,
(Roberts 0-2)
Nabs& Football League
had agreed to a series of one-year conHcuston (Andujar 1-1) at Cincinnati
CHICAGO BEARS - Signed Todd tracts.
(Berenyi 34)
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS- Named
Sheets, Mike Pidmey and Scott
San Diego (Lollar 1-2) at Philadelphia
McGhee, wide receivers; Ryan Casimer Bananek assistant line
(Canton 54), (n)
Mullaney, defensive end-linebacker, coach. Sqlped John Balatti, defensive Chiaigo
(Reuschel 0-31 at Atlanta
and Jay Hilgenberg, center, to free end; Met Boma and Alan Mitchell,
(Walk.41-1), (n)
agent contracts.
wide receivers; and %III:pert Haslip, Pittsburgh
(Scurry 1-D at St.Louis
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS - Signed running back.
(Rincon 2-1), In)
WASHINGTON REDSKINS -SignRalph Dixon,cornerback.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS - ed Terry Metcalf, running back, to a
Signed Robert Manning, defensive multiyear contract.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
COLLEGE
EAST
back; Colin McCarty, defensive
LONGWOOD - Named Cal Lather
W L
Pet. GB
lineman, and Robert Regan, offensive
611 head basketball coach; Carolyn Cleveland
11 7
tackle.
577 NEW YORK JETS-Signed Walter Hodges interim athletic director and New York
15 11
Carter, defensive tackle; Milt Jane Miller interim women's basket- Baltimore
12 9 .571
Williams, running back; Allen Man- ball coach.
13 11 .542 1
Milwaukee
RHODE ISLAND - Named Claude Detroit'
chan, tackle; Mark Freeman, safety;
12 14 .462 3
basketball
coach.
Randy Sonnenfeld and Bruce Small, English head
10 13
435 342
Boston
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER - Toronto
tight ends; John Wojtowicz, guard;
9 16 .360
Terry Solar, Kent Clausen, Pat An- Named Ralph Backstrom hockey
tonged, William Benjamin,Todd Ben- coach.
Oaklirwl
13 6 .793 14 9 .609 6
Texas
13 11 .542 7xs
Qacago
13 16 .448 10
California
10 15 .400 11
Minnesota
9 18 .333 13
Seattle
6 14 .300 12k-i
Kansas Qty
Friday's Garnes
Boston 4, Toronto 2
Chicago 9, Kansas City 5
Memesota6, Cleveland 7
Baltancre at Texas, ppd, rain
(aldand 2, Milwaukee 0
Detroit 6, California 1
Seattle 3, New York 2
Saturday's Games
Boston (Crawford 04) at Toronto (Clancy 1-1)
Cleveland (Barter 111 at Minnesota
(Redfern 34)
Mbraukee (Slater) 2-1) at Oakland
(Kingman 2,2)
Everyday Except Moaday
Baltimore (D.Martinez 2-1 and &me 13) at Texas (Schmidt 0-0 and Jenkins 11), 2, (n)
Kansas Qty (Gale 1-2) at Chicago (DotMose 436-5496
son 34), (n)
Detroit (Schatzeder 1-1) at California
(Zahn 34), (n)
New York (Nelson 1-0) at Seattle I Allard 04), (n)

By The Aireehated Prams
TDB=
TOKYO (AP) - Anne Smith and
Kathy Jordan upset Billie Joan King
and Andrea Jaeger 6-3, 6-7, 74 in the
Best round af wesass's dailies play to
the $110,160 Bridgaddie Tournament.
In other action, Wendy Turnbull of
Auetralla and Redo Casale defeated
Marjorie Blackwood of Canada asql
Sae Leo of Mardis 6-3, 6-3; Barbara
Potter sad Shama Wadi beet Passed
Lode and Martina Redondo 6-4, 6-2;
and Ann Klyamura and Sue Barter of
Bitola topped LAMM Dupont and Barbara Jordan 6-3,6-4
PERUGIA, Italy (AP) - Chris
Evert Lloyd topped Lucia Romano,of
Romania 6-1,14 in the quarterfinals of
the Perugia Open.
In other matches, Sandy Collins
defeated Rosalyn Fairbank 74, 1-2;
Joyce Portman beat Nana kladruga of
Argentina 6-4, 14, 6-4; and Virginia
Maud of Romania downed Holly
Vestries of Holland 6-2,6-0

Standings

Transactions

*NOTICE*

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky.Lake
Open For Your
Dining Pleasure

Sue iik Louie Williams,Owners

Dodgers, A's Roll Behind Shutouts
Valenzuela Overcomes Control Trouble To Win 7th Straight
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When Fernando Valenzuela is good,he's very, very
good. And when he's
"bad"...he's still good
enough.
The spectacular Los
Angeles Dodger rookie lefthander pitched in and out of
hot water against the New
York Mets Friday night, but
survived a shaky start to
record his fifth shutout and
seventh straight victory of
the season.
"I had no control the first
three innings," Valenzuela
said after his 1-0 victory over
the Mets."I wasn't following
through. I was throwing
straight. My screwball
wasn't breaking and my
fastball was out of the strike
zone."
However, once he overcame problems in the first
three innings, when he
stranded seven baserunners,
Valenzuela started rolling.
He finished with 11
strikeouts to boost his National League lead to 61.
The shutout, by the way,
reduced his earned run
average for 63 innings this
season to 0.29. For 802-3 innings in the major leagues, he
has an 0.22 era. And for the

NI. Roundup
San Francisco downed Montreal 4-3, Philadelphia stopped San Diego 11-7 and
Atlanta nipped Chicago 4-3.
The Dodgers scored the
game's only run in the first
inning on an RBI single by
Dusty Baker. Ken Landreaux had reached on an error by shortstop Bob Bailor.
Loser Mike Scott tried to
pick Landreaux off first and
umpire Frank Pulli called
the runner out, but plate
ump Nick Colosi ruled Scott
had balked on the play and
sent Landreaux to second.
Then Baker delivered the
run.

The victory left Valenzuela one short Of the record
for consecave starts won
by a rookie. The mark is
eight, set by Boston's Boo
Ferris in 1945. With five
shutouts, Valenzuela is three
short of the rookie record set
by Ewell Russell of the
Chicago White Sox in 1913.
Reds 4, Astros0
Tom Seaver pitched his
first shutout of the season
and 54th of his career with a
six-hitter and added a tworun homer and Ray Knight
delivered the game-winning
single in the fourth inning as
Cincinnati defeated Houston.
Seaver, 3-1, remained in
10th place on the all-time
shutout list, two behind Bob
Gibson. Seaver gave up"six
walks and struck out four.
Don Sutton, 2-4, was the
loser.
Cardinals 5,Pirates 4
Garry Templeton doubled
and tripled and scored two
runs and Tommy Herr
smashed a two-run triple,
powering St. Louis over Pittsburgh.
The Cardinals scored their
eventual winning run for Bob
Shirley, 4-0, in their half of
the • fifth when Templeton
doubled, took third on a

grounder and scored on Sixto
Lezcano's sacrifice fly.
Herr, a switch-hitting second baseman, took note of
the fact that Pittsburgh had
shaded him toward left field
before his extra-base hits.
He slugged his hits into the
gap.
Giants 4,Expos 3
Johnnie LeMaster drove in
the go-ahead run with a
single in the fifth inning and
San Francisco struck for two
more in the seventh to down
Montreal.
Larry Herndon led off the
Giants' fifth with a single
and took. second on Joe
Morgan's hit. After Milt May
grounded into a double play,
moving Herndon to third,
LeMaster singled off Bill
Gullickson, 1-3, to put the
Giants ahead 2-1.
The hit made a winner of
Al Ripley. 2-3. Al Holland,
the Giants' fourth pitcher,
hurled the last inning to gain
his first save.
Phillies 11,Padres 7
Mike Schmidt hit two
home runs and knocked in
five runs and Manny Trillo
slammed a bases-loaded triple in the eighth inning to
lead Philadelphia over San
Diego.
Shortstop Ozzie Smith's se-

cond error of the night allowed Larry Bowa to reach first
to start the Philadelphia
eighth. One out later, pinchhitter Keith Moreland was
safe on an error by second
baseman Juan Bonilla. Pete
Rose then walked to load the
bases and Trillo unloaded
them with a line shot to
right-center field.
Schmidt followed Trillo
with his second homer of the
game and 10th of the season
to make it 11-7. It was the
27th time in Schmidt's
career that he has hit two
homers in one game.
Braves 4,Cabs 3
Glenn Hubbard drilled his
first home run of the season,
a solo blast he triumph was
Atlanta's sixth in the last
seven games and the first of
the season for reliever Rick
Mahler,1-0. Hubbard's home
run came off Dick Tidrow, 13, who had retired 22 consecutive batters in his last
four games.
Tidrow, the Cubs' fourth
pitcher in the game, said he
felt relieved when Chicago
shortstop Ivan DeJesus
made a leaping catch of a
drive by Dale Murphy
leading off the 11th. "'That
was one heck of a play," he
said.

Brewer Manager Sees Red, Team Sees White In 2-0 Loss
By H. NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland A's white
sleeves have Milwaukee
Manager Buck Rodgers seeing red.
Before Friday night's
game, Rodgers informed the
umpires and Oakland
Manager Billy Martin that
he was playing under protest.
becausepitcher Steve McCatty wore a long whitesleeved sweatshirt under his
home white uniform shirt.
Rodgers' fears proved
well-founded when McCatty
hurled a four-hit shutout as
the red-hot A's made it 23

s

CANDIDATES MAKE YOUR
SPACE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR OUR ELECTION EDITION
SCHEDUL D FOR THURSDAY MAY 21ST

/IP

This Section will give your campaign the added boost needed prior to tile
primary. Deadline for advertising copy is neon May 75th

Mirrray Ledger & Times
CALL TODAY 753-1919

last1152-3 innings he's pitched, including 35 at San Antonio of the Texas League
before his recall last
September,his ERA is 0.16.
"He has the ball going both
ways - inside and outside,"
said Mets Manager Joe
Torre. "He moves the ball
around and he has two
screwballs that go opposite
ways. Speaking as a hitter,
that's tough."
In other NL action, Cincinnati beat Houston 4-0, St.
Louis edged Pittsburgh 5-4,

wins in 29 games by downing,.. was rained out.
McCatty struck out six and
the Brewers 2-0.
not taking anything walked,. three, lowering his
away from their pitchers. earned run average to 1.62.
The A's collected seven hits
off Mike Caldwell, scoring
the only run McCatty needed
on Dwayne Murphy's firstThey've been great. But I inning homer. Jeff Newman
don't think they should be hit a sacrifice fly in the fourallowed to wedt white sweat- th.
shirts," Rodgers said.
Mariners 3, Yankees 2
In other American League
Tom Paciorek hit his first
action, the Seattle Mariners home run of the season
nipped the New York leading off the bottom of the
Yankees 3-2, the Detroit ninth inning to break a 2-2 tie
Tigers trimmed the Califor- while rookie Bryan Clark
nia Angels 3-1, theA'hicago scattered six singles in
White Sox beat tW Kansas recording his first complete
City Royals 9-5, the Min- game in his second big
negota Twins outlasted the league start.
Cleveland Indians 8-7 and
Clark was excited was
the Boston Red Sox shaded because the losing pitcher
the Toronto Blue Jays 4-2. was veteran Rudy May.
The Baltimore-Texas game
May protected a 2-1 lead

AL Roundup

Reid Dogging NBA's
Elite All Way To Finals
HOUSTON (AP) - Forward Robert Reid, the
unknown Houston Rockets
defensive wizard, has been
traveling in elite company
during the National Basketball Association championship playoffs.
He's dogged the footsteps
of some of the NBA's most
prominent players all the
way to the NBA championship finals, where he's showing his technique to Boston's
Larry Bird.
Reid, who symbolizes the
"we-don't-get-respect"
Rockets, shadowed Los
Angeles' Jamaal Wilkes in
the first round miniseries
and drew Kansas City's
Scott Wedman as his defensive assignment in the NBA
Western Conference finals.
Now it's Bird's turn.
"I'm going to be so close to
him that I can tell you what
cologne he wears," Reid said
after the Celtics won the
opening game of the title
series in Boston. ."By the
time this eries is over, I'll
be able to tell you how many
hairs are on his chest."
Reid at least got a rough
count in Game Two at
Boston Thursday night when.
Bird scored 19 points as the
Rockets evened the series 1-1
with a 92-90 victory.
The count continues in the
third game and fourth
games today and Sunday at
The Summit.
Although Bird has been
responsible for two of the
most talked about shots of
the series, a pair of driving
cork-screw layups, Reid
feels he's been doing his
defensive job.
"If I can hold him to 20
points that's a good day,"
Reid said."My- pricrity is to
keep the ball out of his
hands. That's not easy to do
because I have to run
through two or three picks at
a time. It's a struggle.
"He moves around a different screen about every
four feet. You've got to
worry about stopping him,
but you've also got to worry

about not getting tangled up
in a screen."
Reid's playoff performance also has been impressive to Rockets Coach
Del Harris, who has beer
preaching the gospel of
defense since he was a
Rockets assistant coach
under Tom Nissalke.
"Robert Reid has become
a man during the last month," Harris said. "We
already had two of the
toughest competitors in the
league in (Calvin) Murphy
and (Moses) Malone."
Houston's
victory
Thursday marked the
Rockets' eighth road victory
in the playoffs and broke the
record of the 1968 Celtics.

until the seventh when Jeff
Bifrroughs hit his third home
run of the season. The victory was the Mariners' third
in a row since Maury Wills
was fired as manager and
replaced
by
Rene
Lachemann.
Tigers 6, Angels 1
Steve Kemp hit his first
home run of the season, a
two-run shot in the sixth inning, to snap a 1-1 tie. Jack
Morris, backed by five double plays, went the distance
for the Tigers, scattering
nine hits. Detroit tacked on
three runs in the seventh inning. Lou Whitaker provided
two of them with a single and
another scored on a
grounder by Mick Kelleher.
Champ Summers tied the
game 1-1 with a solo homer
in the fourth.
White Sox 9,Royals 5
Wayne Nordhagen's tworun homer and triples by
Chet Lemon and Ron
LeFlore
highlighted
Chicago's six-run fourthinning rally. With the Sox
trailing 4-0, Greg Luzinski
opened the fourth by drawing a walk off loser Paul
Splittorff before Nordhagen
hit his second homer of the
season.
Lemon tripled and scored
on a single by Jim Morrison
and Bill Almon also singled
before LeFlore tripled off
reliever Juan Berenguer to
put Chicago in front 5-4.
LeFlore scored the final run
of the inning on a wild pitch.
Chicago picked up two more
in the fifth on a single by
Lemon, a triple by Morrison
and a single by Mike Squires
and added another in the
sixth on a double by Luzinski
and a single by Nordhagen.

Twins 8, Indians 7
John Castino's two-out
single in the bottom of the
ninth inning scored Sal
Butera with an unearned run
to give Minnesota a see-saw
victory. Butera singled with
one out in the ninth and one
out later advanced on a passed ball by Ron Hassey.
Castino followed with his
game-winning hit off
reliever Sid Monge.
The Indians tied the game
with two runs in the top of
the ninth on a two-out double
by pinch hitter Bo Diaz:
Cleveland took a 5-4 lead
with three runs in the eighth
on RBI singles by Joe Charboneau and Toby Harrah
plus Hassey's sacrifice fly.
The Twins came back with
three in the bottom of the
eighth on Mickey Hatcher's
RBI double and pinch hitter
Danny Goodwin's two-run
single.
Red Sox 4, Blue Jays 2
Mike Torrez boosted his
career record against Toronto to 7-0 and Glenn Hoffman
singled home two runs with
the bases loaded in the
fourth inning. Torrez was,
relieved in the sixth by Tom
Burgmeier, who earned his
third save.
The Red Sox took a 1-0 lead
in the third inning. With one
out, Rick Miller walked and
one out later Dwight Evan's
doubled. Miller scored on the
hit when second baseman
Damaso Garcia allowed
Barry Bonnell's throw back
to the infield to get away
from him. Hoffman singled
home the decisive runs an inning later following singles
by Tony Perez and Carney
Lansford and a walk to Gary
Allenson.

To the People in District No. 1
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your past
support; and would appreciate your
support again May 26th.
I would invite anyone to take a
look at the roads and bridges that
have been built during my administration, and I would like a chart=
ce to finish what I started. My goal is
to see every bridge and road widened
and blacktopped in district No. 1, but
these things take time and money. Don't be misled by false
promises, believe me. I have before and will continue -to get
eyerything possible for this district, but I need your support to do
this. Road building has been my life long work, I believe I am
qualified, and have tried very much to make you a good
magistrate. If you can remember what the bridges and roads
looked like when I took office, I believe you will support me May
26th. Once again thank you for your support and confidence.

Chides(Tommy)Bogard
pled for by the candidate

•
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Muffay Business News Briefs
Hargrove, Lamb
New Owners Of
Bamboo Garden
Marsha Hargrove and
Carita Lamb are the new
owners of The Bamboo
Garden, located at 1914 Coldwater Rd.
The specialty shop
features a wide variety of
items. It is open from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Phone number is
753-0317.
The owners said they plan
to make no major changes to
the store.
Merchandise at the store
include
various bamboo
items, brass, gold, patio furniture, dining room fur-

Execs Predict Some Break

ruture, living room furniture, etagera, picture
frames, dishware, pillows,
kitchenware, lamps, wall
plaques, rugs, bathroom accessories, window shades,
silk flowers, canvas school
chairs, mirrors, wine racks
and children's gifts.
The owners also specialize
in interior decoration consultation.
The store also stocks
bridal gifts.
NEW OWNERS — Carita Lamb (left) aItkijMarsha Hargrove are the new owners of
The Bamboo Garden, 1914 Coldwater Road. The store is open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and features a wide variety of items.

Hargrove and Lamb invite
all their friends to come by
the store to see them.

Trak-Jac Doesn't Fade Into Obscurity

Firm's Honors, Recognition Continue
Most small companies that
liquidate their assets fade into obscurity. But not so in the
case of one Kentucky company,Trak-Jac of Louisville.
Trak-Jac, you see, -was
named the 1980 national
Junior Achievement Company of the Year and,
although it closed its books
last year, the honors and
recognition keep pouring in.
Last August, the 25member Trak-Jac company
beat out about 50 other JA
companies for the top spot in
competition held at Indiana
University. The company's
suctess was indisputable;
members had sold $15,390
of combination
worth
clock/pen and pencil sets
built by the students, its
board declared a 20 percent
dividend and the company
had after-tax income of
$1,980.

The 14- to 17-year-old
students returned to school
and-or got involved in
another free enterprise project under the auspices of the
WO^
Achievement of Kentuckiana, Inc. But soon the
Louisville & Nashville
Railroad-sponsored company would be destined to
bask in the spotlight of
national publicity.
Trak-Jac got a boost from
a professional public relations agency, Carl Byoir 4Sz
Associates of New York,
whose president sits on the
national JA board of directors. Some fancy promotional materials were
prepared highlighting the
company'sppath to achievement.
Then early in March of this
year, the L&N financed the
trip of five Trak-Jac
Achievers to address the

New. York Society of
Securities Analysts. Covering that event were the big
guns of the U.S. press, inchiding the Wall Street Journal and United Press International.
Three days later, Trak-Jac
representatives flew to
Washington, D.C. to receive
their "company of the year"
award from Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. at the National
Business Leadership Conference. Kodak sent a tilin
crew to the _conference to
feature the company in a
documentary on America's
future business leaders.
This outpouring of attention made a sizable impact
on Pauala Padgett; a 17year-ol.fl high school senior
who earned a $6-a-month
salary as Trak-Jac president. "It's really great to see
people interested in what to-

day's youth are doing," Miss
Padgett said.
Mike Cook, JAK executive
director, said the entire
chapter also has a success
story to tell. The organization, designed to expose
young people to the inner
working of the free enterprise system, has grown by
leaps and bounds, with participation mushrooming
from 500 to 10,000 students.
He attributed this increase
to an open-arms reception on
the part of schools that permit the chapter's companies
to use their facilities, and to
the addition of several new
staff members to concentrate on program development. Another key to this
growth is centered in the involvement of businessperson
sponsors, who numbered 304
last fall, he said.
•
During the fall semester,
191 chartered JA companies

Stock Market Mixed Friday
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
stock market was mixed Friday as investors remained
preoccupied with interest
rates despite a sign of
moderation in the inflation
rate.
The Dow Jones average of
30 industrial stocks slipped
1.71 points to 976.68 at 2 p.m.
But gainers outnumbered
losers by a better than 4-3
margin among New York
Stock Exchange-listed
issues.
Volume on the Big Board
reached 31.44 million shares
two-thirds of the way
through Friday's session.
Inflation at the wholesale
level rose 0.8 percent in
April, or at an annual rate of
9.9 percent, down sharply
from March, the Labor
Department reported Friday.
On Thursday, the House
approved major budget cuts
sought by the Reagan administration, and the action
was applauded today by
,. Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Paul Volcker as
an encouraging sign that

Congress and the White
House will cooperate to fight
inflation.
After trading ended Fri-

day, the Fed reported weekly money supply figures. An
unexpected bulge in the
money supply last week trig-

Resorts To Open Again
HAMILTON, Bermuda
( AP) — This Atlantic resort
island's major hotels, shut
down by a wave of strikes
that have now been settled,
may begin reopening next
week, a
government
spokesman said today.
Three thousand hotel
workers walked off the job
April 29 in one of a series of
sympathy strikes called to
pressure the Bermuda
government into meeting the
wage demands of hospital
employees and bluecollar
government workers who
went on strike April 11.
Both the public-service
workers ,and
hotel
employees, as well as most
of the other sympathy
strikers, are members of the
Bermuda Industrial Union.
The 1,200 public-service

workers agreed Thursday to
a new contract giving them
35 percent in pay increases
over two years. Their
average weekly pay has
been $200. The Bermuda Industrial Union's last known
demand was for increases
totaling 38 percent, and the
United Bermuda Party
govArnment of Premier
DaTrill Gibbons had offered
29 percent.
A dozen major hotels on
this island 600 miles east of
North Carolina had closed by
last Monday. The number of
tourists here, normally
12,000 or more at this time of
year,fell below 1,000.
The hotel owners' association last Friday fired all
3,000 striking hotel workers
but said applications for reemployment would be con-

ft do•sn't always pay to boy the first this, yoa soo.
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sidered.
Government spokesman
Leo Mills said today it was
possible some hotels would
reopen next week,and he advised would-be vacationers
to check with Bermuda
tourist offices in Boston,
New York, Atlanta or
Chicago.

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
More than 200 service stations in Kentucky have joined forces with state officials
to end Kentucky's greatest
oil spill — the illegal dumping of used motor oil.
A voluntary project,'the
used-oil recycling program
will help motorists who
change their own oil at home
find a place to dispose of
their used oil.
"Rather than pouring that
oil in a field or down the
sewer they can now take it to
one of the collection points
that have been established
throughout the state," said
Walter Anderson, chief of
the resource conservation
and recovery section in the
Department for
state

DANNY ROSS

ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY

JAMES ROSS
210 EAST MAIN STRE
MURRAY, KY 42071
TEL (502) 753-0489
k

CHICAGO (AP) — Grain
and soybean futures prices
closed lower in extremely
light volume Friday on the
Chicago Board of Trade.
At the close, wheat futures
were 3cents to 7 cents lower,
with the May contract at
$4.091
/
2 a bushel; corn
futures were ½ cent to 11
/
4
cents lower, with the May at
$3.521
/
4; oats were 1'4 cents
to 2 cents lower, with the
May contract at $2.16; and
soybeans were ki cent to 3
cents lower.

predicted that inflation will
level off to 10.8 percent by
the end of the year and dip to
9 percent by the end of 1982.
The Reagan administration
forecasts inflation at 10.5
percent by the end of 1981
and 7.2 percent in 1982. The
consumer price index increased 12.4 percent last
year but slowed to a 7.5 percent annual rate in March,
the lowest rate since last
summer.
Both the council and the
administration's forecasts
assume that President
Reagan's economic program
will get through Congress.
The business groups' predictions, however, are based on
a slightly smaller tax cut
package — $40 billion — than
the $54 billion the administration is now
calculating for fiscal year
1982.
Overall, the business
group is predict* the
economy will pick
the
second half of this year,
after some sluggishness in
the current quarter, and
grow at a moderate pace
next year.
Based on the analysis,
"1982 looks like an excellent
year," said Theodore F.
Brophy, chairman of
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.

Car Concept Assists Driver
A driver enters his car,
buckles his seat belt, starts
the engine and announces his
destination to the dashboard.
Instantaneously, the
dashboard answers him with
information such as the time
it will take to reach that
destination, the estimated
time of arrival, and the road
and traffic conditions along
the way. The voice also tells
him that he will need to gas
up to reach his destination,
that he should remember to
pay the electric bill, and that
he should pick up his shirts
on the way home.
Meanwhile, according to
an article in the May issue of
Popular Mechanics, the
car's computer has
siroultaneously searched
through a file of 54,000 detailed street maps stbred on a
videodisc that is inserted in
the dashboard. The map
showing the exact area the
car is moving through is
displayed on a small television screen on the
dashboard. The car is
located on the map by a moving dot which is accurate to
20 feet of the car's position at

This Popular Mechanics' concept of the car computer system of the future may
also include an accident avoidance system that will be able to judge the proximity
of other vehicles in the area and "take control" of the car should an accident be
mediately impending. The computer will be in constant communication with highway patrol computers which will keep it advised of road conditions, speed limits,
auto accidents and any other unusual situation.
that time.
The computer leads the
driver to his destination,
avoiding two traffic jams
and a road block.
Science fiction? Not real
ly. All of the things listed
here are possible with today's existing computer
technology. In fact, there are

Over 200 Stations Fight To
Halt Motor Oil Dumping

Prices Lower

/

ROME ROSS

gered the latest surge in interest rates and contributed
to a broad six-day selloff
which was halted.

were operating across Kentucky, Mr. Cook said. Participants toiling on this free
enterprise training ground
included 4,579 students and
624 advisors, he added.
There are about 30 JA
centers based in Ashland,
Glasgow,
Henderson,
Hopkinsville, Lexington,
Louisville, Madisonville and
Owensboro.

By SALLY JACOBSEN
president's budget and tax
Associated Press Writer
cut package would help
HOT SPRINGS,Va.(AP) reduce inflation and interest
LI Americans will get some rates.
relief from inflation this
"It's inflation and inflayear and next but not as tionary expectation that
much as the Reagan ad- drive up interest rates," he
ministration is predicting, told reporters after addressexecutives of some of the na- ing the business executives.
tion's largest corporations
Asked when interest rates
were told today.
would drop, he replied,"Not
At the same time, the ex- as soon as I would like."
ecutives, attending the sprThe economic forecast,
ing meeting of the prepared for the Business
prestigious Business Coun- Council by economists from
cil, were told that ,the 20 major corporations,
unemployment rate will rise predicted that interest rates
to 7.6 percent in the middle will stay between 14 percent
of this year and then fall to and 16 percent through next
6.9 percent by the end of year.
1982.
"Interest rates are going
The jobless rate stood at to stay high," said Charles
7.3 percent of the workforce L. Brown, chairman of the
in April.
board of
American
Paul Volcker, chairman of Telephone & Telegraph Co.
the Federal Reserve, told "The good news is that there
the business leaders at their is a fairly good consensus the
morning session that the Fed inflation rate will come
has
"a
restrained down."
(monetary) policy. We inThe Federal Reserve
tend to maintain a restrain- Board on Monday raised its
ed policy."
basic discount rate to a
He said it was "terribly record 14 percent. The Fed
important" to bring the in- acted only a few hours after
flation rate down.
the nation's largest banks
"Monetary policy has an raised their prime lending
indispensable role to play in rate on corporate loans to 19
that process," he said.
percent. Treasury Secretary
Murray
Weidenbaum, Donald T. Regan warned
chairman of the President's Wednesday ttiat the prime
Council on Economic Ad- could climb to 20 percent.
visers, said enactment of the
The council analysis

Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
"There the oil can be
handled in a way that won't
harm our environment and
at the same time will allow
us to save and re-use a
valuable energy resource,"
he explained.
Anderson said the firstyear goal of the project is to
recover 200,000 of the
estimated 2 million gallons
of oil thrown away in Kentucky each year."By the second year, 500,000 gallons
should be recovered annually," he estimated.
Oil that is recycled can be
either
re-refined
as
lubricating oil, turned into
asphalt or used as a fuel,
Anderson said.
The used oil recycling program was established by the
state legislature and is
directed by the Natural
Resources Department.
The legislation which set
up the program, KRS 224,
prohibits the disposal of used
oil in water and sewage
systems, landfills or by incineration. Use of the oil by
state and local governments
as a fuel for governmental
vehicles was encouraged in
the 19110 legislation.
The recycling program
was begun by the Natural
Resources Department in
July of 1980.

The following service sta.
tion is participating in the
voluntary used-oil recycling
program:
Gillard Ross, Ross Standard, 1417 Main St., Murray,
Ky.42071.

computers now in some cars
presently on the road that
could accomplish the
scenario described above
with ease. All General'
Motors cars beginning with
the 1981 models, in fact, are
equipped with just such a
computer that now monitors
and controls engine func-

tions to limit exhaust emissions, but is capable of doing
much, much more. And
some current Datsun cars
have computer voice
capability that reminds the
driver to shut off the lights
and take the key out of the ignition.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

s)

to
Marsha Hargrove
Carita Lamb
Donna Story
Carroll Volkswagon
Murray Ins. Agency
`,4
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Munway Business News Briefs
South Africa Plant
To Test Kentucky Coal
from a Peabody Coal Co. In Gov. John Y. Brown's admine in Union County and ministration believe the Trishipped to a Louisiana port State project, using the profor an ocean freighter trip to ven SASOL process, has a
the South African port of good chance of becoming a
Durban in early April. The reality.
load, valued at $660,000 was
However, officials do not
donated by the Tennessee have as high hopes for other
Valley Authority, which Kentucky-based synthetic
owns the mine's coal fuel proposals.
reserves. State government, The
$1.5
billion
through its Board of Energy demonstration solvent refinResearch, committed $4 ed coal (SRC-1) plant at
million toward the costs of Newman in Daviess County,
mining,shipping and SASOL for instance, was scheduled
plant modifications.
for USDOE funding, but
"We feel extremely for- uncertainties now abound
tunate to be able to test Ken- because of Reagan budgettucky coals on such a big cutting proposals. Still, a
scale," said Kentucky House subcommittee has
Energy Secretary William recommended some federal
B.Sturgill.
financial backing. The
The U.S. Department of developer, international
Energy also is playing an Coal Refining Co. — a partimportant role in the propos- nership of Wheelabratored Kentucky plant. In Frye and Air Products and
February, Tri-State and Chemicals — was to invest
USDOE signed an agree- $90 million and the Comment splitting the $45 million monwealth of Kentucky, $30
in plant design costs between million. The latter's share
them. Estimates call for a $4 was to come from the sale of
billion investment to put the' revenuelr"-'•plant on stream.
Congressional 6u
. age That agreement preceded cutters also have been
by just two weeks the casting a scrutinizing eye on
Reagan
administration the W.R.Grace plant proposbudget proposals that ed for Baskett in Henderson
threatened to severely cur- County. In a contractual
tail federal support of syn- agreement signed last fall
fuel production. But officials with the federal energy
department, $12.6 million in
federal funds were earmarked for design work on the $4
billion project.
Other proposed projects
include an expansion of
Ashland Synthetic Fuel's Hcoal operations in northern
Kentucky; TVA's fluidizedbed combustion plant
(Shawnee project) at
Paducah in McCracken
County; Texas Gas
Transmission's Ken-Tex
coal gasification plant in
western Kentucky; a
Florence project being
developed by GREFCO, an
insulation manufacturer,
and a Pike County gasification project.
State energy officials said
the USDOE has terminated
DONNA'S — Specialized custom-designed needle its participation in the Pike
County endeavor,however.
work is featured at Donna's Needlepoint and Design,
202 S. 4th St., across from the old post office. Owned
by Donna Story, the store is opened from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday. Donna has over 300
colors of yam and all sizes of canvas. She said she is
glad to help anyone with any type of needle work
project.
The Murray Insurance
Agency, located at S. 12th
Street, Murray, has been
named as a Distinguished
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— to end in June.
anAirways
Inc.
New York
New York Airways is ex- Agency Award recipient by
nounced Friday that it will pected to begin service July the Allstate Insurance Combegin Louisville-to-New 1 with three round-trip pany for the second conYork service this summer to flights a day, according to secutive year.
fill the void left by reduction spokesman Bruce Hicks. He This award symbolizes
of flights by other carriers.
said the service could begin outstanding service by the
agency. Numerous factors
Only American Airlines as soon as June 12.
currently offers non-stop
Tentatively planned is and considerations go into
Louisville's
between
flights
nonstop service to Boston, picking an agency to be the
recipient of this award.
Starxliford Field and New Hicks added.
The Murray Agency was
York's LaGuardia airport,
The airline uses full-size
selected because of their
and that service is scheduled DC-9 jets.
outstanding record in sales
***************************** volume and customer service over the past two years.
For all your Travel Reservations Call
Agency personnel includes
Guy Billington, Robert Billington,Owen Billington, Dan
Shipley, Tom Scruggs, Mike
Outland, Anna Ruth Harris,
Ann Thompson and Melva
Hatcher.
The agency will be
recognized'at a banquet to be
representing
hosted by Allstate Regional
American and International Traveltime
Associate Vice President C.
Snyder in early May.
Robert
1****************************

The eyes of officials at the
proposed synthetic fuel plant
at Geneva, Ky. are on
Sasolburg, South Africa,
these days. A SASOL plant
there is gearing up to test
22,000 tons of western Kentucky coal that arrived in
that country April 15.
A gasifier at the SASOL
plant, which currently turns
South African coal into gas
and crude oil, is being
adapted for the research
project in which the Kentucky coal will be examined
for its suitability to the conversion process. South
African coal has been used
successfully in that process
because it resists caking
under high temperatures.
SASOL technology has been
Used commercially in South
Africa since 1955.
Testing of the Kentucky
coal will get underway in
June, with results expected
the following month. The
research will be helpful in informing Tri-State Synfuels
Co. — a partnership of Texas
Eastern Corp. and Texas
Gas Transmission Corp. of
Owensboro — just what to
expect should the plant be
built at Geneva, in Henderson County, using the SASOL
technology.
The coal was extracted

Insurance Agency
Recipient Of
Allstate Award

AirwaysTo Start Flights

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Ci;)roll VW Cited
For Excellence
In Appearance

VOLKSWAGEN AWARD — Carroll Volkswagen of Murray has been cited for its excellence in dealership appearance and maintenance by Volkswagen of America. At
the award presentation were (from left) Bill Crum, district sales manager; Ed and
Tom Carroll, owners; and Joe Hall, district parts manager. Only two awards have
been given thus far in Kentucky.

Mother's Day Expected To
Be Most Active Over Phone
As the price of travel continues to climb, people are
re likely to send Mother's
greetings by phone
rather than in person.
Mother's Day, May 10, is
expected to be the most active ever, with Murray
residents exchanging holiday greetings with family
members all over the country and overseas, according
to Marvin Orgill, South Central Bell district manager.
"Take advantage of the
reduced direct-dialed rates

AIM

•11 Sharon's House of Pets
OPP‘
Pets & Supplies

IMP

Radio Shack, a division of
Tandy Corporation, has appointed Martin Bradley
Weinstein director of publicity.
Weinstein will be responsible for all publicity and press
relations for Radio Shack
and its over 6100 stores and
dealers nationwide. He will
report to David M. Beckerman, vice-president of
advertising.
A native of Cleveland,
Ohio, Weinstein spent many
years there in local advertising and publicity agencies.
previously
He
was
marketing manager for
Global Specialties Corporation, formally Continental
Specialties Corporation, of
New Haven, Connecticut, a
manufacturer of electronic
prototyping and test equipment.
Most recently, Weinstein
has been authoring technical
magazine articles, two
books,"Android Design" for
Hayden Books and "Getting
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was mixed
for the index of 26 Kentucky
stocks. Leading gainers:
Ashland Oil (NYSE), to 33't
from 3178; Jerrico (OTC),to
2534 from 2478; Texas Gas
Transmission (NYSE), to 35
from 31; Thomas Industries
(NYSE), to 123'4 from 1134.
Biggest losers: Belknap
Hardware (OTC), to 14 from
15',4; Capital Holding
(NYSE), to 22'4 from 2378;
First Kentucky National
(OTC), to 35 from 363/4;
Humana (NYSE),to 40 from
4234.

ENERGY
COMPANY
41,

•••

All Breed Grooming

mft.

Come In and Register For
A EREEPekapoo To Be
Given Away At Our

•
•

Grand Opening May 20-24
Drawing Sat. 23, at 6:30
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 Sun 1-5

go,*
11•1,

•

Ph. 753-8619
601 So. 4th St.
gain;egos

et II

Murray. Ky.
ei

-".6:4f.• 7.
le it elipIs I
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''Volkswagen dealers have
the highest standards in the
industry and we are proud to
Provide special recognition
Orgill suggested that to dealers who have exceedtelephone users dial their ed these high standards. The
own calls direct when possi- employees of Carroll
ble to take advantage of the Volkswagen are to be congratulated for their contribulower rates.

national
A
organization is
one
seeking
aggressive and independent individual
distributor for the
area
Murray
representing quality
energy and water
conservation products. For information
send resume to N. E.
S. Box 3025,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

don in making their dealership the recipient of this
award,- Richard L. Mugg,
Volkswagen of America vice
president, said.
Tom and Ed Carroll,
owners of Carroll VW, said,
"This is the first year this
award has been offered and
we intend to continue to earn
it in the future. We want our
dealership to be a pleasant
place for our customerS and
)ur employees and an asset
to the community."
Before the award was
granted, every area of the
dealership is evaluated. This
included a well-cared-for exterior and grounds, tastefully decorated showroom and
meticulously maintained
service and parts departments.
Carroll Volkswagen is
open from 7:30 a.m.to 5 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday
and Friday. Thursday hours
are from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m.

wevarrespy
Give Her

Oster Appliances

Martin Weinstein
Named To Position

.= I

'NM

and reduced weekend rates
in effect on Saturday and
Sunday," he said. "There is
a 60 percent discount on calls
placed between 11 p.m. on
Friday and 5 p.m. on Sunday."
A three-minute directdialed call from Paducah or
Owensboro to Los Angeles,
would cost only $.54 before 5
p.m. and after 11 p.m. on
Mother's Day. From 5-11
there is a 35 percent
reduction ($.85) in effect
from the average daytime
rate of $1.31.

Carroll Volkswagen, 800
Chestnut, which has served
the Murray and Calloway
County area since 1967, has
received a special awa.rd
from Volkwageniimlrica.
The award cites Carroll
for "excellence" in dealership appearance and
maintenance. It is in
recognition of Carroll
Vollcwagen's participation in
a national program
acknowledging Volkswagen
dealerships who have exhibited a special concern
with creating an attractive
and inviting facility.
Only two such awards
were given in Kentucky.

*Bag Sealer
*Wee Fry
oMeat & Food Slicer
*Juicer

•Food Crafter
•Ice Crusher 8,
Can Opener Combo
•Osterizer 10 Cycle
Blender

Pyrex Originals
"Fireside Bakeware"
Covered Casserole - Decorated Server

Ready To Go And Decorated
With Cards And Bows

Potted Plants• Hanging Baskets
Picnic Pitchers & Accessories
By Rubbermaid

Martin Weinstein
Publicity" fr John Wiley and
Sons,and a number of television promotional scripts, he
and his wife, Judie, will
reside in Fort Worth, Texas,
international headquarters
for Radio Shack.

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY, KY.

IT!!!
IS
THIS
The Sale You've Waited For
20.30%
OFF

Calculators
Typewriters
Wooden Desks

elPeir.

Metal Desks &
Accessories
So Many
Items Too
Numerous To
Mention!
%OFF
0
3
This Saturday
t
Through Sat. May 16

Desk Chairs
High Back
& Low Back

20T.

gwwin doCcrhes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC

314 Main 753-0123

OFFICE SUPPLIES
FURNITURE
MACHINES
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Persons Applying For
Social Security Number
Should Allow Time
People in the Paducah and
Mayfield areas who plan to
apply for a Social Security
number should remember to
apply at least six weeks
before they will need the
number, Bettye Wexler,
Social Security District
Manager in Paducah, said
recently.
It takes this time to process the application,
evaluate evidence, search
the files at Social Security
headquarters, and to issue
and mail the number card.
When applying, a krson
must have evidence of age,
identity, and citizenship, or
legal alien status, Wexler
said. In addition, a person 18
or older must apply in person.
The best evidence of age
and citizenship is a public or
hospital record of birth or a

Mark A. Roberts
Awarded Clarence
Walker Scholarship
Mark Allen Roberts of
Murray, has been awarded a
Clarence D. Walker Scholarship from the music department at Murray State
University.
Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billie and Ada Sue
Roberts, Route 2, will
graduate from Calloway
County High School in May.
Active in sports and music
at high school, Roberts was a
-

religious record of birth or
baptism established before
age 5. Only if these records
do not exist, can other
evidence be submitted, Wexler said.
Evidence of identity can
be any document showing
identifying data such as
physical
description,
photograph, or signature.
Examples include driver's
license, voter's registration,
school record, report card,
identification card, marriage record, divorce
decree, draft card, military
ID, building pass, adoption
record, court order for name
change, clinic, doctor or
hospital record, or organization membership. Also,
there may be other
documents that can be used,
Ms. Wexler said.
People applying for a
duplicate card to replace one
lost must provide evidence
of their identity. Also, a person who wants to change his
or her name on Social
Security records must provide evidence of identity
under both old and new
names.
Only original documents
or copies certified by the issuing agency are acceptable. More information
about Social Security
numbers can be obtained at
either the Paducah Social
Security Office, located at
546 Lone Oak Road,
telephone number 443-7506,
or the Mayfield Social
Security Office, located on
U.S. Highway 45, North,
telephone number 247-8095.

Kodman Publishes Article
Dr. Frank Kodman, protabor of psychology, is
featured in the new issue of
the Journal of Thought.
The article entitled,
"Academic
Standards,
Quality Education and Oil of
.0lay" is featured as the
Scribe article for this issue.

STUDENT PRODUCTION — Four students in the Murray High School speech
and theatre department's production of"You Can't Take It With You" are shown
in rehearsal. They are, from left, David Boyd, Barry Wyatt, Mike Childress and
LuAnn Loberger. The all-student spring production will be presented in the old
freight depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park on May 28, 29 and 30.

The Murray High School
speech and theatre department will soon present its annual spring play, but this
year's production, ."You
Can't Take it With You," has
a new twist. It is an allstudent production.
For the first time the
students will not only be performing the show bui, also
directing it, managing it,

Kodman considers the
Issue of academic standards
as an eroding of the professor image. He contrasts
the contemporary standards
as oil of olay, a form of
classroom therapy with that
of the academic professor
when academia was
academia. The article

phrases the issues in taught for 10 years after
psychoanalytic or Freudian receiving his doctorate from
terms with a bit of humor the University of Minds.
sprinkled here and there.
He is the author of
In addition to this publica- numerous scientific publicstion, the Journal of Thought dons and has directed dochas accepted a second toral and master's theses.
manuicript for publication Twenty-three of his publicafrom Rodman. The second tions have been cited in
manuscript is entitled Psychological Abstracts.
"Beyond Human Freedom
In 1963, he authored a
and dignity." This paper will chapter in an international
be published in the near handbook entitled, Mental
future.
Deficiency, psychological
theory and research. The
Rodman came to Murray handbook has been judged to
State as professor of be one of the 55 most imporpsychology from the Univer- tant books written in
sity of Kentucky where he psychology.

A
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and heading committees
such as properties, lighting,
set, costumes, house and
publicity. This type of performance gives more
students an opportunity to
participate while allowing
them to see and experience
all the steps in putting
together a production.
Student

director

Bossing states, "I am really
excited in being able to work
with this type of program. I
hope that I am only the first
director in a long line of student productions."
"You Can't Take It With
You" will be presented May
28, 29 and 30 at 8 p.m. in the
old freight depot in the
Murray-Calloway County
Lewis Park.

• Guaranteed servi
• Financing avallabi
• No down payment

‘, COMPLETELY INSTALLED
NO EXTRA CHARGES

" Exclusive Features:
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Aluminum Swing-up
• Huge 4" Top Rails
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
and In-Pool Ladders
• Heavy gauge solid vinyl
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"
liner
• Skimmer Cartridge
construction
• Filtration Unit
Dimension -16' x 31'• Swim Area -15' 24' x 4'

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
HOMEOWNERS ONLY

Local Calls

IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

812-948-5121

Toll Free
1-800-457-2200

ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA

CALL COLLECT

OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS
Project Upward Bound at
Murray State University will
be conducting its annual
summer residency component on Murray State's campus from June 1 toJu1y2.
MURRAY STATE JOURNALISM PROFESSORS HONORED — Three Murray State
Upward Bound is an University professors were honored
by students and faculty in the department of
educational program design- journalism
and radio-tv recently in the MSU News office. From left are Dr. Ray
ed to assist high school youth
Mofield, one of the five distinguished alumni for 1981; Tom Farthing, who received
in realizing and achieving
two plaques in appreciation of his service as MSU News adviser for the past seven
postsecondary educational
years, and Dr. L.). Hortin, one of the first members of the new Kentucky Journalism
goals.
Hall
of Fame. Making the presentations were Dr. Bob McGaughey, chairman of the
Upward Bound will again
department,
and John Salerno, editor of the campus newspaper.
participate in the Summer
Food Service Program for
Children. All children in attendance are served the
same meals at no separate
charges regardless of race,
color, or national origin.
There is no discrimination in
the course of the food service.

Mark Allen Roberts
member of the football and
swim team four years. He
received awards in music
which include Outstanding
Underclassman Award and
Quad State Certificate.
Roberts plans to study
music at Murray State and
pursue a career as a music
teacher.
The Walker Scholarship is
awarded to bass singers
On Sept. 27, 1939, during
planning to major in music. World War II, Warsaw surThe amount is a minimum of rendered to the Germans
$200 per year.
after 19 days of resistance.
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MAIL COUPON •OR TELEPHONE

32
33

OLYMPIC POOLS
P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind.47150
with information ori pools
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS

Without obligation, please send a representative

NAME

38
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34
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STATE

39
42

ZIP

NOTE sc.der must be a homeawne,
TELEPHONE NO
We service the states of Kentucky, Southern Illinois & Southern Indiana

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25% Savings! We've
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25%!
Feed the entire family
at these low, low
prices! But hureyt
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

46
47

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
D(
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PICK A HOTPOIN
HOTPOINT
PORTA-COOL,
AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALLY PRICED
O 5003 BT.0 0 7 5
Amps 115 Voits 0 2
Speeds at Energy-Saver
O Vent control 0 Handle gs Quick -Mount 0
Wood grain look
KT7OSE

9700 BTU HOTPOINT
SPECIALLY PRICED!
9700 BTU 0 12
Amps, 115 Volts 89 3
Speeds CI Energy Saver
option em Vent control
Quick-Mount panels
Model
KC710A

HOTPOINT CLASSIC
SPECIALLY PRICED!
(Ti Large capacity 23,600
BTU 0 230/208 Volts
O 2 Speeds 0 Vent
control ID Adjustable
thermostat 0 Wood
grain iook
K15240

West Ky. Appliance
Sale—Saryis•--Parts
641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

Offer good 7 days a week Om)
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

BEST COPY A
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PFC Rickey Shaw
Now Serving In
Army In Germany
PFC Rickey T. Shaw,
nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Shaw of Hardin, is
serving in the United States
Army, stationed at
Wiesbaden, Germany.
Shaw volunteered and
entered the Army in October
1979. He took five weeks of
basic training at Fort Gor-

PFC Rickey Shaw
don, Ga., and also took eight
weeks of(AIT)advanced individual training to be a
radio teletype operator. In
March 1980 he was sent to
Wiesbaden.
While on leave PFC Shaw
visited relatives at Hardin
from March 24 to March 29,
1981. He returned to
Wiesbaden on March 31 and
will be in training there until
1982.

Jackson Will Retire From MSU
Art Department On June 30
"Don't just stand back and
"The large attendance
look at a piece of contem- says something about what
porary art. Study it from the we've been able to do in this
standpoint of your life's ex- community - not just arts,
periences," advises Richard but including drama and
Jackson, retiring art music,"said Jackson.
educator and director of the
For the uninitiated to art,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery at especially contemporary
Murray State University.
art, Jackson offers the adJackson, who has been a vice that it is necessary to
member of the Murray State study each work. "It use to
art faculty since 1956, or a be that art did all the work
time period he calls "a for you. You just stood back
lifetime commitment," will and looked at it. That's not
retire June 30.
the case with contemporary
Director of the gallery art.
„
since the retirement of Clara
Each piece demands the
M. Eagle eight years ago, viewer's work,"
Jackson
witnessJackson said he has
continued. "Perhaps the coled "an astoundingly in or will
remind a person of a
telligent reaction of the
pleasant past experience. Or
arts" by the Murray State
the work tould recall
community,
something very unpleasant
Jackson said he was
and the viewer will walk
especially pleased by the ataway not liking the piece."
tendance and reaction to the
A native of Bowling Green,
recent Morgan exhibit of
Jackson said he was majorcontemporary art from the
ing in music at Georgetown
Morgan Gallery of Art in
College when he enrolled in
Kansas City. Approximately
an art appreciation class.
15,000 persons attended the
"The class was a revelation
three-week show in the
to me and began my career
Eagle Gallery.
in art."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2 Solitary
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
3 Landed
1 Strike
4 Powerful
OCUUM
COMM
5 Gentleman
5 Let it stand
UMMUUD COMM
8 Manufacture 6 Electrified
C11:I L:1131:1510LICI 13
12 Game played
particle
ECU ODOM MU
on horse7 Renovated
back
8 Weasel-like
MOO UMU UMW
13 Pedal digit
mammal
MUUMUU MUUMUU
14 Adam's son
9 Encourage
UMU
MUU
15 Single thing
10 Ship bottom
COMM MUM
11 She. Fr
16 Abstract
UUU UOU MUU
being
19 Conjunction
MOM MUM OM
17 Walk
21 War god
UM UMUU1300 U
unsteadily
23 Chore
MUM CUMULI
18 Hate
24 Male turkey
COMM CUOMO
20 Gossip
25 Time period
22 Negative
26 Capuchin
35 Extreme dis- 41 Satiate
23 Painful
monkey
42 imitated
gust
24 Trial
27 Norm
43 60 minutes
36 Clothing
27 Power
28 Obtain
44 Pitcher
38 Printers
31, Anglo-Saxon 29 Couple
45 Church sermeasure
money
30 Dress border 39- mater
vice
32 Pigpens
32 Calumnia e
40 Insects
48 Meadow
33 Female
1 2 3 4
e 7
sheep
Makiill
34 The continent
13
14
12U•U
36 Tiny particle
15
111
37 Female rela111
tive
19
14
ill 21
38 Latin conjunction
61
IA
39 Preposterous
42 National
hymn
11
31
46 Meadows
111
Id
47 High moun1111
WI
tain
sr
49 State
50 Apportion
41 UU
51 Female ruff
WI
47 61
49
52 Regrets
53 On the ocean
SO
51
52
54 Mom's mate
55 Transgressps 53
54
55
DOWN
1 potato
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1-1E‘e, 5PIKE!WI-IERE HAVE
SEEN? LOOK WHO'S
HERE .,OUR 5I5TER BELLE ...
514E5 IN THE REP CR055!

THAT PAR EAST
ROPE TRICK IS
IN HERE --I'LL
TRY IT

Jackson taught in high
schools for several years
before joining the Murray
faculty in September 1956 as
a critic teacher in the
laboratory school for student
teachers. His duties included
"teaching art education
methods by night and super-

was near the small community of Wakefield, Ky.,
some 35 miles south of
Louisville.
Quantrill was noted for
leading an Aug. 21, 1863, raid
on Lawrence, Kan., in which
142 people were killed. On
Jan. 1, 1865, he entered Kentucky, where his guerrilla
band had numerous encounters with Union forces
for some four months.
Albert Castel of Western
Michigan University claims
the surrender of the remnant
of Quantrill's band in late July 1865 at Samuels Depot in
Nelson County was the "final
surrender of an organized
Confederate force."
However, besides an argument over the date of the
surrender, there is also
The site of the skirmish disagreement over whether

By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
WAKEFIELD, Ky. (AP)
- A skirmish fought 116
years ago today certainly
was not a major battle of the
Civil War, but it may have
led to the final surrender in
the hostilities between the
north and south.
Confederate Gen. Robert
E. Lee had surrendered
April 9, 1865, but scattered
fighting still went on.
In one such skirmish, on
the James Heady Wakefield
farm in Spencer County,
Ky., May 10, 1865, the infamous guerrilla chieftain
William Clarke Quantrill
was mortally wounded. He
died June 6, the same year,
at St. Joseph Infirmary in

ROOT BEER
ALL AROUND!

I'M BEGINNING
TO ENJOY MY
DREAMS MORE
-n-4 AN
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C
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M TRAPPED
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BOOTH

gallery." He added that the
efforts have included enlarging the university's permanent collection and staging
of high-quality exhibits.
The gallery director,
educator and artist is convinced that the gallery "attracts the largest attendance
of anything on campus even the athletic program."
Jackson bases the contention on the average monthly
visitation to the gallery of
approximately 7,000 persons. "In some years, we
may get up to 70,000 to 80,000
visitors."
Jackson added that he
feels fortunate "to have
finished my public career
here having the backing of
the administration. Support
for the arts program at Murray State is very strong."
After a career at Murray
State of almost three
decades, Jackson said he
does not plan to totally
vacate the university. He added that he hopes to continue
working on securing works
for the permanent collection,
Seeking endowment funds
for student art shows and
working with art alumni to
promote the institution.
"I've invested a lifetime
here and I hope to continue
having a voice in the art
department. It will certainly
take me a long time to tell
them where everything is."

L teiaTiotice
I Clarence W Bennett, will
no longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own, effective May 6. 1981.
I, Bobby Waldrup, will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own, as of May 9, 1981

2. Notice

PUBLIC
NOTICE
TIRE
PRICE
CUT!
SAYE 20% TOW.

$31 5Multi
0 Mile
Polyester
Cord
A78-13 Multi-mile
78 Whitewall
$45NMulti Mile
Double Belted
G78-15 --- MultiGlass II Whitewall
$6900
Multi Mile
Super wide radial
GR70-15 --Grand
AM GT white letters
Goodyear
$80°°
Wrangler Radials
GR 78-15 - All
Terrain Blackwall

WE'RE ALL TO6ETHER'
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT!

ABBA IDABBA
uP UP UP

vising the laboratory school
during the day."
He holds the bachelor's of
art degree from Georgetown
College and the master's of
art degree from Columbia
University. He is a member
of numerous art organizations and is past president of
the Kentucky Art Education
Association.
As a member of the faculty, Jackson has expertise in
art education, painting,
metal, jewelry, photography
and operating galleries. At
various times, he has been
acting chairman of the
department of art, assistant
chairman of the department
and chairman of art education.
It was Jackson who launched the annual summer art
honors program in 1960 at
Murray. The program each
summer attracts talented
high school artists from a
wide area to the various
workshops.
"When the art honors program began, it was one of
the first in the country.
Through the years, a large
percentage of Murray
State's best art graduates
were introduced to fine art in
the honors program," he
said.
Jackson believes his best
contribution to the community "has been making the
public conscious of the

WHAT'S
BE
Da MG;

011010 FOWLS'S

Syndics% Pnc

Quantrill's gang was an
"organized Confederate
force."
John N. Edwards wrote in
his "Noted Guerrillas" that
the surrender occurred July
25, while William Elsey Connelley in "Quantrill and the
Border Wars" said it came
July 26.
The group that surrendered, which included
Frank James, received pardons from the Union Army.
Most went home to Missouri,
although a few remained to
settle in Nelson County.
There was at least one
other skirmish, on a ranch in
Texas,after the encounter at
Wakefield's farm, however,
so Quantrill's last battle
wasn't the final action connected with the war.
Quantrill had unsuccessfully sought a colonel's
commission at the start of
the war and was not
recognized as a Confederate
officer, according to Connelley.
"Certainly they (Quantrill's band) were used by
regular Confederate officers
and commanders," Castel
said, "and did serve with
regular, organized troops on
a number of occasions."
"Quantrill himself at least
had a captain's commission
as a partisan ranger,"
Castel said. "The Confederate government set up
a special branch of partisan
rangers to try to organize
guerrilla resistance to the
Union forces," he added.
"The official records (of
the Civil War) contain letters from Confederate
generals to Capt. William
Clarke Quantrill," Castel added.
"As far as his men who
surrendered at Samuels
Depot," Castel said, "they
had served with Quantrill,
'Bloody' Bill Anderson and
other guerrilla leaders.
Their status would depend
on the individual. Some were
deserters from the Confederate army, but had
decided to freelance it."
Connelley said in his 1910
book that Quantrill took the
alias of Capt. Clarke when he
killed a Colorado soldier by
that name and stole his
uniform and papers.
"He (Quantrill) called
himself Capt. Clarke when
he moved into Kentucky,"
Castel said,"but he had used
it at times before going to
Kentucky in 1864. His middle
name was Clarke,so it was a
convenient alias."
"The name Quantrill was
probably an embarassment
to him by the latter part of
the war," Castel said. "He
got the captain's commission in the late summer of
1862 in connection with battles in Missouri. It was given
to him by Confederate Col.
Upton Hayes."

2. Notice

2. Notice
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready referenc,
that sill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking

for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4, In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

304 Mow

753 8798

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
leans
His/Hors
Matching Sets
AN sixes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Otynimc Plato
Opoit 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

753-7113

4. In Memory
"In Memory of a Mother I
remember thee in this
solemn hour, my dear
mother I remember the
days when thou didst dwell
on earth, and thy tender
love watched over me like a
guardian angel. Thou hast
gone from me, but the
bond which unites our
souls can never be severed.
thine image lives within my
heart. May the merciful ,
Father reward thee for the
faithfulness and kindness
thou has ever shown me,
may He lift up the light of
His countenance-upon thee,
and grant thee eternal
peace! Amen "
Wayne Tutt, Hayton Tutt,
Ruth Mecholtck. & Edna
Arteberry

5. Lost & Found
Lost: . Black
German
Shepherd with black and
brown face, lost in vicinity
of Less Todd road on 94
East Call Leroy Todd 7539146 days until 2. or after
4 pm, 753-8943

Big Seloctiom if Used Tiros
From $5.00 to $30.00

Economy
Tire 81
Service

6. Help Wanted

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.
Special of
the Week
ITHACA
12 Guage Automatic
Special Bird Gun
Model XL 900
$195.00
GOLD L
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Mara
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m
753-7113

Moving or Spring Cleaning,
Have items you dorft want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pick up. sell.
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.

U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
BIBLE CALL
Sex Before Marriage 759-4444. Bible Story
- 759-4445.

For STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS merchandise call
Debbie Carter. 753-0913

9 acres at Nerds 16tb
and Pear Fans lead.
SO' a quart. Open
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
753-0195

CHRISTIAN TV NETWORK
NEEDS ACTIVE CHURCH
BUSINESS PERSON AS AN
AREA REPRESENTATIVE for
37 western Kentucky counties. No experience is
necessary, will train Requires $30.000 working
capital This is not a franchise To arrange a meeting
in your City with our
Regional
Manager
telephone
1-800 3282887
Immediate openings for
honorable discharge vets
out less than 48 months
Steady pay. advanced
technical training, security
outstanding retirement
benefits, tax-free housing
allowance, low-cost in
surance benefits, steady advancement, lob satisfaction. travel Phone Navy,
753-6439. or toll free 1800-841-8000
If you want financial security, the opportunity we offer
will give it to you Phone
753-6050

INTERLEVEL ACCOUNTANT
Srawberries
Pick year own

Needed at area Tire Manufacturer. Accounting degree required. Will be trained
in all facets of accounting, including Cost
Accounting, General Accounting, and Interleyel Auditing.
Person selected must be receptive to
relocation to another facility after
training period.

SE' I
PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 for 75'
Rowers &
Vegetables

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
436-535
Will hold Tupperware party
in your home Win free
prizes! Save money' Call
753-8469

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
ratesll We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

Interested
parties
should
send
resume transcripts to:
Employment Manager
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1st General St.
Mayfield, KY 42066
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FOOD SALES
National Company seeks
outgoing individual to sell
and service retail Grocery
Outlets. Some overnight
travel involved. Right person will be reliable,
organized, a good planner,
and self motivated. Company offers salary, car, expenses, and major -benefit
package. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040R, Murray,
Ky.

011.
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Help Wanted
Enhance Corporation is a
new multi-level marketing
organization with a quality
line of household cleaning
products, personal care
items, and natural food
suoplements. The products
are completely natural and
manufactured with the utmost care.
In order to become a
direct distributor for
Enhance products and
qualify for its 24% bonus
plan you need only to maintain a $1000 monthly
minimum. You'll find
$3000410.000 is required
by some of our competitors.
For more information
send name and -phone
number to: Kerry Brink, RR
1, City of Sandoval. IL
62882_
Secretary -Receptionist.
Must be an experienced
and excellent typist. Salary
wM be commensurate with
experience and qualifications. Send personal
resume with salary and
work history and references
to. Personnel, Richardson,
Trevathan & Howe, 301
Maple, Murray, KY 42071.

PA

•
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36. For Rent Or Lease 43. Real Estate

19. Farm Equipment 24. Miscellaneous

32.

Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Red Belly Ford tractor,
plow, disc, and cultivator.
Call 753-2493
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.

For rent: Garage apartment,
2 bedrooms, water furnished, garden lot available,
yard mowed. 753-5733.

"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (kvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.

Heed It?
Rent It!
Concrete Breaker
We got it and much,
much more.

One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus, $145, water fur27. mobile Home Sales nished. No pets. Couples
RENTAL SALES
only. Call 753-1203.
1974. 12x60, Furnished, 2
coorTwo
bedroom
duplex,
bedroom, all electric, good
condition. Located on long dinated drapes available,
lot on city water, garage. quiet street, lawn care pro200E. Maki 753-5201
Will sell cheap. Call 436- vided. $250 month. Year
lease.
Available
May
15.
5830 or 753-9678.
Call 753-6782.
For sale: 12x57 all electric,
Two
bedroom apartment, 37. Liyestock-Supplies
needs some repair. Will
Farm Equip.
deliver and block up for kitchen appliances furnish- Saddles, English &
1000 and 1415 $2450.
ed. Call after 4 pm, 753Call 753-7975.
Western Soles
3465.
gallon NH-3 Nurse
1974 Mobile home, 12x65,
Repairs • Custom
tanks, with or 2 bedroom, unfurnished, Two bedroom furnished
Work • Tents and Bost
without wagon and
underpinning, and has por- apartment, one block from Covers mode.
M.S.U. $200 per month.
flotation tires. ch. Call 759-1797.
TAYLOR
753-9341.
Tool bars S to 9 Town House, 12x70 mobile
LEATHER CO.
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath, Two bedroom duplex, ap116 S. 68N ItiloyiloW
row and IS to 21
stove, disposal, pliances furnished. Also
refrigerator,
1-247-3134
foot widths. A
central air and gas heat, one bedroom apartment.
complete supply of
Bulls for sale. Performance
new carpet and wallpaper. 753-2967 after 5 pm.
tanks, pumps, Other extras included. Pric- Vacant, furnished apart- tested 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8
ed to sell! Call 753-8295.
ment, close to University. blood Simmental and
valves and NH-3
per month. Call 753- Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the
$85
mobile
1980 Two bedroom
accessories, Jamvery best performance bulls
9138
or 753-5292.
home plus 5 acres. located
es L. Kellett Co.,
for over 900 performance
121
town
on
miles from
33. Rooms for Rent tested cows are being ofSikeston
Mo. 6South
Call 436-5366
Boys only! Furnished room fered for sale. Broadbent
9. Situation Walifei 63801. Call 1for
rent, one block froth Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211.
28. Mob. Home Rents M.S.U.
Will work on lawn mowers
314-471-0988.
Living room and kit- Phone days 1-235-5182.
Call 753-0751
For rent: Mobile homes and chen facility, wall to wall
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Will break and disc 20. Sports Equipment\'aciartments. Call 753-5980. carpet, private bath, $65 Purebreds for sale. Trained
gardens Call 753-5463 or Brownell Nylon line, Si. 21, 12x60, 'Furnished, nice, per month. Call 759-4538. and started. 753-6126 or
753-0144
24, 30 $3.29 lb. Mustad clean, 2 bedrooms, all elec- Furnished room for men 753-6100.
Visitors
Will do house and office hoots 1/0 11.50/m, 2/0 tric, air-conditioned. private students, half block from welcome.
cleaning, windows Call 13.50/m, 3/0 15.50/m, lot. 753-4091.
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
4/0 18.50/m. Berkley 12x50 Mobile home, fur- Air-conditioned, kitchen, 38. Pets-Supplies
759-1197
McMahon swivels, $2.75
air-conditioned. private entry and parking, AKC Registered Cocker pup13. For Sale or Trade per 100. $25.00/m. East Y nished,
Mobile Home Village. $100 per summer term. py, buff or black. Call 753Hands for hire, will trade Grocery, 753-8786.
Call 753-8572 or 436-5479. 4575 after 6 pm.
Phone 753-3895.
hours work for small salary The Pistol People: Invest in lot for mobile home, Sleeping rooms in town AKC German Shepherd pupand acreage. Negotiable. a feeling of security, largest Private
east of Murray. Will close to campus. Cheap! pies, 28 champions in 5
miles
5
Call 753-3058.
variety, lowest priced, no consider selling. Call 753- Call 753-9195 or 753-0387. generations. Also registered
Eskimo Spitz
registration or red tape in 1874 after 4 pm.
14. Want To Buy
34. Houses For Rent American
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Boy
Country
Kentucky.
Wanted to buy: Older coun/
2 miles Furnished 3 bedroom house
of Two bedroom, 11
try house. Nrsu student. 3 Store, 9 miles west KY 641 South, $150 plus for 3 college girls. Near the Dog obedience classes for
junction
Hopkinsville
AKC competition or more
children, seeks to deal. InUniversity. 753-4974.
8-5, Sunday deposit. 753-4699.
obediant pet. Boarding terested in owner finance, 16'4-117. Hours
Take your pick, 2 or 3 Five room unfurnished covered runs. 436-2858.
VA or rent with option. 12-5.(502)885-5914.
bedroom mobile home,'out house in the county, $150
Must be liveable with a few 22. Musical
town or in town. Col- per month plus $150 Dachshund puppy, 4 weeks
of
acres and reliable water
eman Real Estate, 753- deposit required. 753- old. 474-2325.
source. Need not have bath
Wish you could ploy
9898.
Irish Setter, adult- male,
3293.
if price is right. Call 1-856But have
organ?
the
with kids. Free! Call
great
all
electric,
Two
bedroom,
3947 anytime or write Gary
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
no organ? We'll furmobile home. 1'./2 miles gas heat, nice yard, good 436-2395 after 12 noon.
W Bowman. Rt.2. Boaz, KY
nish the organ in your
from Murray. $150 per neighborhood. 753-8895.
42027.
41. Public Sale
home at no charge you lmonth, $100 deposit.
Want to buy go-cart. Call
Society rummage
Available June 1st. Call For rent: 4 room house with Humane
pay only for the
753-7975
Dixieland Shopp9:4,
sale!
with
couples
running
water,
753-9829.
lessons. CLATTONS
one child, no pets, $75 ing Center, Saturday, May
15.-Arlicles For Sale
NEW LOCATION:
29. Heating-Cooling deposit, $125 per month 9th.
Hwy. 641 South
Air conditioners, cleaned rent. 492-8360.
753-7575
Moving out sale! All furGood used cleaned
We buy used House for -rent, close to niture and appliances for
a'nd
repaired.
bricks. Coll 753-9964
Piano, Baldwin, excellent air conditioners. Dill's ElecKentucky Lake on 94 East. -sale. Also Honda street
after 2 or come by
condition. Call 753-0908 or tric. Call 753-9104.
bedrooms, living room, bike, chopped, quick sale
3
Taylor Store.
762-2446.
Oil heater: Never used. and 2 baths $200 per mon- at $350, but with matching
helmets, $400. 435-4346.
Piano for sale, inexpensive, Sears. 75.000 BTU, tank th. Call 354-6678.
For sale. half price! Fostoria excellent for beginning stu- and stove pipes, $100. 901Nice 3 bedroom brick home Two party yard sale, Friday
stoneware, Jamestown pat- dent. 753-9866 after'5 pm. 232-8633.
with
large fenced yard, and Saturday, 734 Nash
tern, amber color. Call 75330. Business Rental ideal for couples. Call 759- Drive, starts 7 AM
3282.
Begin Today
1875.
Yard sale! Baby furniture,
16' Low car trailer, factory
FOR RENT
toys,
children's clothing
MUSIC
One bedroom home, 1628
made tandem axle with
Building
adjacent
to
size infant through 2, many
Main,
rent
plus
LESSONS
W
$108
Buchingham Ray Ltd in
ramps. electric - brakes.
utilities. Call 753-6114 other miscellaneous items.
Piano
Dixieland Shopping Center
$1600. 759-4070.
Saturday 7:30-4, Sunday 16 and 8 pm.
between
and
gas
heat
cur
double
Organ
Slabs and sawdust. Slabs
4.
1703 Audubon, one
front over 2000 sq ft
Beginners and Advanced
Three bedroom, 2 bath, block south of MHS Tennis
are bundled. Will deliver in
1981
Available May 1
den, living room, kitchen Courts between S 17th and
trailer load lots, or you
Clayton's
Call 753 3018
dining combination, fenced Minerva.
pickup. 1-901-352-5777.
753-7575
backyard with tall hedge for
16. Home Furnishings
Mini
privacy, concrete patio and Yard sale, Saturday and
Large upright 2-door SPINET CONSOLE Piano for
Excellent Sunday, 9 til 5, Route 3,
Warehouse
grill.
sale.
Wanted:
'Responsible
refrigerator freezer. Call
neighborhood, on quiet Murray, East of 94 and
Storage Space
party to take over piano.
489-2330
street near M.S.U. One year 1346 on Highland Road.
For Rent
lease required, $400 per 474-2708.
Used Lee's carpet one in Can be seen locally. Write
753-475$
Mr.
Powers,
Box
327,
month. Available June 1, 43. Real Estate
gold one in blue very good
Carlyle, Illinois 62231.
1981. Call 753-5805 after
condition Call 489-2118
31. Want To Rent
IIIN
I=71
5:30 PM.
24.
Miscellaneous
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Insurance&
Apartments for rent at Em- Three bedroom home, large
Condominium for rent: bassey Apartments. Call
Real Estate
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Ser- Hilton Head Island, SC:
living room, family room,
SeethsIde Court Sq.
vice. New. used...See the home of the famous Family 753-3530 or 753-4331 kitchen, carpet, drapes, apMurray, Kentucky
difference. No. 16 Dix- Circle Tennis Tournament after 5 pm.
pliances, near M.S.U. $330
ieland Phone 753-6050
753-4451
per month. Call 753-3006 6„
and Heritage Golf Tourna- 32. Apts. For Rent
pm.
after
4
Equipment
19. Farm
ment. For more information Available now, country living within city limits at Three bedroom, 5 year old BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in
Best tire deals in town! We call 1-926-4031.
have a tire truck to repair Logging equipnx,nt for sale Hamlet North Apartments. home in Lake Subdivision, the center of everything in
bedroom very private, $250 per this convenient location.
2
tires on the farm. Call us or trade, some financing Nice
for best prices and snappy available. 20' Knuckle townhouses with private month plus deposit. Call Conveniently priced with
owner financing to
service! Vinson Tractor boom log loader with or deck and central heat and evenings 1-442-3877.
qualified buyer. Features 4
air,
kitchen
applianceslurCompany. 753-4892.
plant
without diesel power
Two bedroom house, bedrooms, large kitchen
nished. 753-7559 or 753- refrigerator furnished.
Case V-chisel plow, 5 or truck. Also 2 tandem air
and living room, plus dry
brake log trucks. Evenings, 7550.
Deposit required. Call 753- basement. Bring the kids to
shank new. 753-5181
•
759-1739.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath 5094.
enjoy the large backyard.
10' Creas disc Call 753apartment.
on College Farm Three bedroom house, elec- Lots of storage rooms plus
2x4's,
Unplaned pine, 8'
/369
80t each. Also 1x4's, 40t Road. New heat pumps, tric heat, one bath, 1305 garage. Call Wendy at
Disk blades, regular and each. 435-4494.
economical. $225 per mon- Vine. $225 per month. Call Spann Realty Associates toheavy duty, get our price
th. 753-4632.
day, 753-7724.
753-5898
before you buy disk blades; Wedding gown and veil, size
for
apartments
Furnished
Excellent
new.
Truck tool boxes and 7, was $400
rent. Call 753-4684.
tailgait protectors. Vinson condition, best offer. 753days
WE CONTROL
Four room apartment for
Tractor Company, 753- 0450. extension 286.
evenings.
759-4467
or
rent,
all
utilties
paid,
$175
4892
pe month, deposit required
Available May 26th Call
QUALITY ENGINEER
753-9829
Also household, lawn, indoors
Moth, Chemistry, or Physics degree will
Furnished apartments. Effiqualify you for the position of Quality
ciency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
and outdoors1
Engineer at General Tire & Rubber ComAlso sleeping rooms. Zimpany.
merman Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609.
Professional Pest Control
Primary duties are: Statistical analysis,
Furnished apartment for
conducting quality experiments, and
rent, 11
/
2 blocks from
problem solving using quality control
MSU $100 per month
method. Experience in a related field
Call 759-4538
•esired, but not essential.
For rent: Extra large 2
bedroom furnished apartIf you are interested in excellent starting
ment, central gas heat and
-alary and benefit program, send resume
air, water furnished, no
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
o:
pets, couples only. $165
home but never think about termites - they cause
per month. Call 153-1203.
Employment Manager
the most damoge next to fire. Have your home
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Nice 1 or 2 bed,room aparttreated now! 753-3914. Kelley's Termite & Pest
1st General St.
ment with shaded yard and
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
private patio, kitchen apMayfield, KY 42066
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
pliances furnished. 753An Equal Opportunity Employer
operated.
1559 or 753-75W.

I

:TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.

••••••

No. 388 acre mil with
60' mobile home, nice
wooded lots, with
well and pump, utility
bldg. and root cellar.
You can own for only
$12,100.
7534898

•
R1.51 151411
/I PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Bel-Air house trailer,
14x70, located in Scenic
Acres on 'A acre. Call today
for • your appointment,
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.
Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
street
in
nice
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Appraisals
Counseling
Management and
Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANCING. Owner needs
to sell in a hurray and will
help you buy all or part of a
74 acre tract at the mouth
of Kentuky Lake on Blogd
river. A lovely place to build
a home, an excellent land
investment opportunity.
Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
nly five miles'sou
f Murray we hay
'sted a business wi
reat potential fo
industrious fami
y! Restaurant wit
11 equipment; ga
umps; two bedroo
'ving quarters; on
cre of land tha
ould make grea
obile home rentals
ity water. New se
ic system. No
ented and doing ex
ellant business!
11 us now! Robe
ealty

1E YE 3f,
Would you like to have an
extra nice home and still
have a place to run a small
business from? Well, you
can with this extra special
offering. A four bedroom,
11
/
2 bath, large living room
with fireplace, diningkitchen area, large utility
room that could double for
an office and a porch that
could be screened for your
summer enjoyment. Gas
heat and central airconditioning. Brick garage.
Wooded lot. Property zoned
commercial. Reasonably
priced in the $40's. Ken
Shores Estates, 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.

43. Real Estate
114

Ilskefted) No. 2011
ACRE WL Fronts pay
on school bus route.
lake tor Soft.
rolling and has a
ee. Mime lam good condi
• throughout and
bathe, 2 bedrooms,
'th
6-ft. kitchen with range
fester, 16-ft. living
, family room,
, some hardwood
'c and wood heat, wall
unit air conditioner, corn
milady water. Woodstove,
TV tower and rotor,
and dryer are included'
the price. Attached storag
building. $36,500 and y
own.

YOMAJ
REAL ESTATE
7531080
Professional Services
,..With The Friendly Touch"

CHARM,LOCATION
CONVEAND
NIENCE
You'll have it all in
this beautiful 3 B.R.,'
21
/
2 bath brick horn
in Canterbury. Liv
ing room,-den wi
fireplace, spacio
kitchen, central hea
and air-you'll love
this one.
CLOSE TO
SHOPPING
Excellent location,
fenced
shaded
backyard, 3 BR., I
Bath, B.V. with carport. Separate dining
room, elec. heat and
air. Paved Drive,
located at 1397
Johnson Blvd. Priced
to sell at $32,500.
Ideal for retired couple or young family.

0 0
I

fix 753-1222
A PLACE TO
litANG YOUR
HEART
You'll fall in love
with this quality built
4 bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates.
Home has many
outstanding features
including large den
with woad burning
fireplace,formal dining room, large
bedrooms, and exquisite design and
decor throughout. Offered in the 570's,
through Kopperud
Realty,711 Main.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Property at 500 N.
4th Street formerly
known as Shirley's
Florist. Consists of
several buildings
plus approximately
10,000 square feet of
greenhouse area. Lot
is approximately one
good
acre. A
business and investment opportunity for
$72,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty,for real service in
Real Estate.

STROUT
REALTY
Joe L.Kennon Broker
1512 Coldwater Rd.

457

7534184(Anytime)

44. Lots For Sale
Lake lot in Moon's Subdivision, near Mansard Island
Resort. Good view of the
lake with nice surrounding.
Owner working out of town.
Priced to sell at $5,000 Call
901-642-2633.
Lot for sale in Chapel Hill
Estates, 150x150 ft. lot.
Call 489-2414.

46. Homes For Sale
3y owner: 1505 Oak, 3
bedroom brick, large den
built-in kitchen combination, living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
Three bedroom brick home
on 11
/
2 acre lot, 10 miles
west of Murray. 435-4276.

753-8080
mm'

•
•
:• `t`il

•
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•
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YESTERDAY'S
CHARM .
WITH TODAY'S
CONVENIENCES
A lovely well kept
older home on a corner lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal
dining room,sun porch, 2 baths and a full
basement. Large living room with
fireplace and gas
logs. Modern apartment on the back of
the lot for potential
income to help fight
inflation. Mid $60's.
New listing. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full time
Real Estate service.
CONVENIENT
LOCATION
Near a shopping
center, this 3
bedroom, Pt bath
charmer features %
convenient liititlien,
economical 'Nitrol
gas heat a
ntral
air-condi
lg. A
good buy
$38,900.
Owner. has been
transferred, immediate possession.
Phone 753-1222,, the
Kopperud Realty
"Home Team," action number 753-1222.

1

Mond,
excel
2438
Two
cords
7531978
duro
753-1
1980
condi

1967
will tr
Dodge
$190C
1976
autom
sport
9710.
1975
$120C
Southl
in Jun
1957
door,
good
7410.
For sal
rod,
autom
7975.

1975
very cl
ly eq
753-0
1973
autom
ing,
$1295
1976
good
1551.

• -A

753-1222

41

1978
local
tual

e.
‘, • .A"'

By (
• horn(
and
well
good
High
block
1756
By o
rbath
wood
Ira! a
362
866

411.1

•

Roberts Realty
h &Sycamore
753-1651
Plenty of "Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1482 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

14 Words $5.85 I
I.

as

5%
EVI
sto
d i•
Au
mo

18 Words $7.33 I
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
12 P.M. Deadline for following days Publication

WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!
Sell that bicycle the kids no longer use, or the loot locker you ve had stored away lot so
long...6ere's sure to be someone looking for scores of items you have around the house that you
no longer used.
We're so sore you'll get results from mit Murray ledger iS Times Want Ad that we'll gimetee it with oar new Two Week Warranty.
All you have to do is place a seven day Want Ad in our Classified section for any noncommercial them...or,several items. If your items do not sell within Ike lirst seven days, we will
nos 64 ad for another consecutive week at no additional charge, with no complications for you
and no questions asked.
6. Moogh the hceN...doe'l forget the attic and garage...and gather the items you no longer
MN a need for. What easier way to make extra cask'

211(
25

Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
ALL ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES
104 N.4th Street, Murray, Ky.

Offer Expires May 30, 1981
f.
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52. Boats and iAotors 53. Services Offered SI Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53-. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

WALK ON LEFT
FACING TRAFFIC
46.Homes For Sale 49. Used Cars
By owner: 12x60 Mobile
home, large lot, nice deck
and covered patio, good
well and plumbing, two
good outbuildings, on
Highway 280, blacktop, 3
blocks from lake. 7591756.
By owner: 3 bedroom, 2
;bath brick home in Sherwood Forest. Garage, cenral air, gas heat. Call 753362 before 5 pm or 753866 after 5 pm.

47. Motorcycles
Honda CB 200, 2900 miles,
excellent shape. Call 7532438.
Two mopeds, 1979 Concords, good condition. Call
753-3716.
1978 Yamaha 01-100 Enduro E with blinkers, $350.
753-1656.
1980 YZ-80 Yamaha, good
condition. Call 753-6756.

49. Used Cars

1976 Hornet wagon, airconditioned, automatic,
$1950. 753-9341.
1980 Jeep CJ5 with 13,000
miles, 4 cylinder, 4-speed
with canvas top. Gets good
gas mileage. $5700. 1-5270962.
1972 MG Midget, red convertible, great condition.
759-4945 after 6 pm.
1971 Pontiac Firebird. Call
753-0499 after 6 pm.
1973 Plymouth, good
mechanical condition, body
needs work. Call 759-4715.
1963 Studebaker Lark,
48,000 miles, very good
2115
condition.
Gatesborough.
1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
engine for Squareback or
stationwagon. $350 plus
$75 if installed. Call 7533058 after 5 pm, or 7538450.

50. Used Trucks

1957 Chevrolet ton truck,
1978 Buick, one owner, 50,000 actual miles, $800.
local car, clean, 33,000 ac- 436-5581.
tual miles. Call 753-8324.
1911 Corvette, 6,000
miles, one owner
loaded.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315
1967 Camaro SS, $3000 or
will trade for lumber. 1974
Dodge one ton flat bed,
$1900. 901-642-7392.
LT,
1976 Camero
automatic, air, power, tilt,
sport wheels. $2195. 7539710.
1975 Chrysler Cordoba,
$1200. Apartment C4
Southside Manor. Will sell
in June.
1957 Ford Fairlane 500, 4door, body and interior in
good shape. $450. 7537410.
For sale: 1949 Anglia Street
rod, 283 Chevy motor,
automatic, $5500. 7537975.
1975 Ford Elite, new tires,
very clean, dependable, fully equipped. $1500. Call
753-0390.
1973 Ford Maverick,
automatic, air, power steering, looks good, runs good.
$1295. 489-2595.
1976 Ford stationwagon,
good condition. Call 7531551.

Crownline 14' pleasure COLDWATER LAWN & Hutching Sales, Route 5, K & K Stump Removal. Do Professional painting, Will haul driveway white Will mow yards, :1.5 years
boat, 65 hp Mercury motor. GARDEN
SHOP. Box 2221. The only factory you need stumps removed paperhanging, paneling. rock and Ag lime, also have experience. Call 753-6564.
489-2602.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, authorized dealer for Filter from your yard or land Commercial or residential. any type of brown or white Warning! Don't read this
can 20 year experience. Free pea gravel. Also do backhoe
Pontoon boat, 24'x10', 16' chain saws, expertly Queen sales and service in cleared of stumps? We
unless pu're in need of
24" estimates! 759-1987.
to
up
stumps
remove
Pickup
and
repaired.
work. Call Roger Hudson. roofing, carpentry, or elec753-6068,
motor.
no
awning,
Days
covered
this area.
below the ground, leaving
delivery available. 489- nights 436-2367.
lawn care, 753-4545 or 753-6763.
$425. Call 753-7721.
trical work. New or repair
qnly sawdust and chips. Professional
2853,8 AM to 5 PM.
fertilizpruning,
mowing,
4
boat,
Sabractatt
20'
Will do lawn mower, garden All guaranteed. Call Joe,
Call for free estimate, Bob
or evencylinder 110 hp Mercury Concrete and block, brick
or Bob ing, etc. 436-2226 ask for tiller and chain saw repair. 753-9226 for free estimate
435-4343
Kemp
Perminent
Basements,
ings 753-9333,
Cruise, Al condition, with work.
Quality work, pickup and Window cleaning, fast serKemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Position
Scott
trailer. $2000. Call 1-382- driveways, storm cellars,
delivery available. Call 753- vice, satisfaction
Wonted
InService.
&
Painting
H
S
porches. 20 years ex2479.
or 753-9952 anytime. guaranteed Free estimates
4162
WEST
elderly
Will watch
terior and exterior painting.
perience. 753-5476.
KENTUCKY
Willie's interior and exterior Call 753-7140
woman at her home
at
Scott
Call
Free
estimates.
Carpenter Service. New
ASPHALT
painting, 13 years ex- 18 Years experience in
day or night. Call
753-6316.
All of your plumbing and homes, remodeling,
perience, free estimates. bathroom and kitchen
after
2:30
759-4189
air-conditioning needs. Also cabinets, decks, anything
Spraying, .mowing, and
before 8 AM or after work, brick
Phone
work,
p.m.
roofpainting,
carpentry,
,
ntn
do
pruning. Call T & D LANDwith wood, quality work.
PM,
5
759-1867.
fireplaces, ceramic tile
ing, and concrete. All work Phone 753-0565.
SCAPING,436-2333.
Take advantage of fixing
Wet basement? We make
done to satisfaction. 153Licensed electrician and
engine
small
Complete
work
your home while the craft is
and
dry,
engine
basements
wet
Small
9822.
gas installation, heating in:pert car end hem* available. Call James Ray
st
repair. Phone 436-2418.
Call
guarenteed.
completely
repair.
mower
stallation and repairs. Call
Asphalt driveways and parkere. repair.
Hamilton, 753-9400
or write Morgan ConS 641 Shell
ing lots sealed by Seats. For DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW- 753-7203.
WORLD Of SOUND
struction Co.. Route 2, Box
St
Free
ING.
12th
References.
S.
free estimates call 753REPAIR. In222 S. 12th St.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
estimates. Call Mike at 753- MOBILE HOME
753 913 1 or
2310.
underWant to lease dark fired
downs,
tie
stalling
or
1-442night,
day
call
or
753-5565
8877.
759 1504
tobacco Call 759-1751
pinning, roofing, installing
7026.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
doors and windows. We also
or vinyl siding and trim.
build porches and patios.
Aluminum trim for brick
-Call 753-6973.
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
MITCHEU. BLACKTOPPING
and residenCommercial
KenREPAIR.
APPLIANCE
tial. Also patching, sealing,
Whirlpool,
more,
and striping. For estimates
Westinghouse. Experienced,
independent service and Fence sales at Sears now. call 753-1537.
parts. Bob's Appliance Ser- Call Sears, 753-2310 for MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
vice 753-4872.
free estimate for your underpinning, roof's sealed,
EleFs Home Improvement needs.
patio awnings, and house
Service. Remodeling, pain- GENERAL HOME REPAIR, type roofs for mobile
0
North 15th Street Next To University Day Care
ting, cement work, general 15 years experience carpen- homes: 753-1873, Jack
•
home maintenenace and in- try, masonary, plumbing, Glover.
spections. Free estimates. roofing, and siding. Free
Need work on your trees?
753-41Q1.
estimates. No job too small. Topping, pruning, shaping,
Beat the heat! Have your Call 474-2276 evenings or complete removal and
air-conditioners cleaned 474-2359 daytime.
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
•
now!! We also have comfor professional
SERVICE
plete appliance service. Guttering by Sears, Sears tree care, 753-8536.
continous gutters installed
Phone 759-1322.
per your specifications. Call
Attendant On Duty
AI'S Super Shelf
Sears 753-2310 for free
Aluminum Service Co.,
estimate.
South 4th Street
aluminum and vinyl •
•
Murray
siding, custom trim • Jack and Milly Ward invite you to come in for a FREE first visit.
•
Heating, refrigeration, and
Auto
Complete
electrical repair. Bob's work. References.
N. 15th St.
753-8143•
Repair. Free tube with Refrigeration Service, Call Will Ed Bailey, • N
•
oil end filter change.
or
498-8370
Hazel, KY.
753-0689.
753-7196.
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.

53. Services Offered

I
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•
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5% off base price
EVERY, VW in
stock including
and
diesels
during
Audi's
month of May.
CARROLL VW

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

1970 Chevrolet pickup. Call
759-4459 after 4 pm.
1979 Dodge pickup,
automatic, power steering,
318 engine, good condition,
$3195. Will trade. 4892595.
For sale: 1975 Chevrolet 4wheel drive truck, new set
of Remington 1200 tires.
Phone 753-0784.
1979 Ford 1 ton truck and
23 ft. dump trailer, 4-speed
transmission, dual wheel,
20,000 miles. Call Garrison
Motor Sales, 753-6000.
1978 GMC short wheel base
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
shift, topper, AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage. $3300. Phone
901-247-5439.
1961 GMC Step van, all
aluminum body. Extra
sharp. Call 489-2242.

For sale or trade
'72 Chew. Tandem
Dump Truck. 7S38786 or 7535699
16' Fairlane camper, $600.
Call 753-6403.

52. Boats and Motors
14' Fiberglass Runabout
boat, 50 hp Johnson motor,
heavy duty trailer. 7535450 after 4 pm.
For sale: 14 ft. Polarcrest
ion bass boat, 25 hp
Johnson motor. Boat complete with live well, bass
seat, trolling motor, and
trailer for $850. Call 7530318.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Comonnity Coate.)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
INTIEIINON & EXTERHOP PAiNTING
AND W

PEPINNO

REA4c0KASLE INNICE4

DON ROBINSON & JIM DAY
)/11
Painting Contractors
2014 COLLEGE FARM RO,
MURRAY. KY, 42071

DON ROSINSON
753-9135
753.5202

Ii

FREE ESTIMATES

JIM DAY

753.3716

•
•
•

Now Open Under
New Management

•
•

Old Memberships Honored
*Sauna *Shower •Sun Boothes
We don't perform miracles but
we can help you shape up.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ot

1981 Mercury Lynx
GL, AM/FM, 4-speed
transmission. The
World Car. $5700.
RAMER
AUTO SAW
3155. 121h
753-4261

SOO Chestnut
753411150
Vii
kSA

OuAurv WONN

MURRAY HEALTH SPA

•

HAPPY MOTHER'S
DAY NANA, I love
you,Chad

We love you,
Mommy! HAPPY
MOTHER'S DAY!
Love,
Alyson & Lindsay

Mama,
Thanks for your
listening ear, your
kind heart, and for
being the one who
always has time for
me.I love you.
Debbie

Happy Mother's
GrandDay,
mothers.
Love,
Chad

A happy Mother's
Day to Ola Burkeen
from your seven
children-J.8., Johnny, Mary, Euple,
Jackie, Pauline, and
Mae, along with
their spouses, 22
children, and 16
randchUdren.

It's not often you are
told
How much we
realy care,
About the things
you've done for us,
And the life you daily
share.
You feel taken for
granted,
And I suppose it's
true,
For seldomly we stop
to think
How Me would be
without you.
And I know how
much gifts mean,
. Though money runs
so scarce.
So, I would hope that
these few lines
Can somehow show I
care.

aPPY
Mother's
Day
To Menem, Francs
Grandmother
and
Goodman we love you
Justin & Jason

A happy Mothe
Day to Dixie Work
man from your
chOdren - Dot, Jo,
Sue, and Bob, along
with their spouses,
nine children, and
four grandchildren.

I just thought rd drop
a line
Especially just to say.
How very much I appreciate
Your very special
ways.

51. Campers
ANNIVERSARY

57. Wanted

It's fun sometimes, to
sit and think
what life's
lust
brought you through..

Grandma
To
Miller and Grandmother we love
• you both a lot Cheryl, Cathy,
Carol, Alan, Lena,
Karen and Jessica.

A bit of -heir some
In-betweens'
And of course some
"good times', too!
But when looking
back,it never lais...
You recall things that
were near,
And dose to heart,
and dose to home:
like you, Mother
Dear!
Debi Evans

-c1iljr NAtIcs To:
Keith Et Jim
Hays - Nancy
Redden
irley Hughe- and Mary
eth Burkeen.
You give a
special meaning to Mother's
Day!
Love, Mom

HAPPY
MOTHER'S
DATI
In remembrance of
Laden. Copeland
Smith who passed
sway September 10,
1980.
Deeply missed by
our family.

Love You, Mom
Jim & Greg

Happy Mother's
Day Mom, from
all four of us Betty
Ann, James,
Charles& Joe.

I couldn't make
it without you
Mom, you're the
best!
Love Vickie

To our special
June
friend,
p.
Smith, hope you
have a happy
p.
Mother's Dayl
Pete A Penny

Happy Mothers
Day,
Miss
Jessie
Love
Mary

Happy
Mothers
Day
To Mommy Carmen, we love you
Justin &
Jason

We love you
momma - Lena, p.
p.
Karen & Alan.
p.
Dear
Mom
p. Workman,
p. In our hearts p.
p. you are Mother
p. of the Year p.
p.
p. every year.
p.
The
Lucky
p. Seven MareNe, p.
Clayton, Doris, p.
p. Rosie, Jo, Sue Et
Sam
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Of Death Of
Mary Parkhill
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Clumes Against Distributors
Of Film May Be Dropped

Strength." at the later service.
The Children's Choirs of
the church will present a
y
special program,"Down)3.
The Creekbank," at the
Murray-Calloway Park at
7:30p.m.Sunday.

By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Aisociated Press Writer

case dismissed.
Defense attorneys T. Kennedy Helm III, James Moyer
and Frank Haddad of
Louisville claimed the film
was seized illegally, and as
such, should not be used as
evidence at the trial. They
also said that pretrial
publicity surrounding the
film has prejudiced the case
against them.

management of Showcase
Cinemas "has no present intention of showing this version of "Caligula"again."
He added that company officials have told him they
would seek a prior judicial
decision on whether or not
the film is obscene before
showing it again.

Various churches in the ci- 1:3-5 at the 8:30 and 10:40 special music with Margaret
as
ty and county have announc- a.m. services and on "More and Michael Wilkins
respecpianist
and
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
organist
scripture
with
On
Prayer"
acof
ed their schedule
will
Obscenity charges against
tivities dnd worship for Sun- from Matthew 6:5-8 at the tively. Lester Garland
the distributors of the film
Seventh and Poplar Church serve as deacon of the week.
Details have been received day,May 10:
nursery
"Caligula" will likely be
Volunteer
of Christ.
of the death of Mary
dropped in Jefferson Circuit
Assisting in the services workers will be Barbara and
F-1)7aheth (Libby) Parkhill,
Christian
Shere
and
Chilcutt
Jerry
Court, according to the comCannon,
Kelly
was
She
Phil
be
Ala.
will
Wadley,
C.
17, of
The Rev. Dr. David
monwealth's attorney who
the daughter of Eddie and Roos will speak on "As The bolls, Mike Thomas, Billy Parker. Bus drivers will be
and
West,
Episcopal
Mark
Grant,
of
the complaint.
Danny
filed
Billy
Kent
Harmon,
Bucy)
(
Kent
Barbara Ann
District Judge Michael
Twig Is Bent!" at the 10:45 Nix,
The Rev. Patricia Park of
Prosecutor Buddy Naber
Wadley and James L. a.m. worship services at the Cleaver, Noah Wheatley, Glenn Hale.
O'Connell has scheduled a
Church Teaching with Richmond, Va., will speak said Friday that he has been
Parkhill, Sr., of Pensacola, First Christian Church Dave Castleman, Amos Hill,
In a separate motion, hearing May 14 to determine
Bogard as director and celebrate Holy Commu- told that the controversial Naber said he, too, wanted whether or not grounds for
Joe
Ralph
Dublin,
Steve
Rose,
•
Jack
Fla.
( Disciples of Christ).
a.m. and nion at the 9:45 a.m.services film will not be shown again
Miss Parkhill was killed
the any of the Friday moThe Chancel Choir, Garland, Ricky Cherry, will be at 9:40
.
Glenn at the St. John's Episcopal in Louisville. He said his of- the case dismissed Naber tions to dismiss are valid.
with
Training
Church
Rogers,
e
Lenth
automobil
Clark,
instantly in an
directed by Margaret Boone Howell
Helm
told
him
that
skid
later
accident on April 18. Her with Maxine Clark as Wayne Wilson, and Jim Hale as director will be at 6 Church. She will meet with fice does not plan to refile the film would not be shown But Helms said he filed a
various groups throughout any charges if the film in not
p.m.
sister, Shaun, and two other organist, will sing the an- Wilson.
memorandum late Friday
again in Louisville.
day.
will
the
helper
inshown.
also
nursery
were
Teen
s
passenger
with the court that contends
them,"Beautiful Savior."
Assisting in the services
Wayinan's Chapel
"He said that they do not the case must be dismissed
The movie, produced by
jured in the accident.
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SEVIERVILLE,Tenn.(AP)
— Conceding he couldn't lie, a
transient surveyor pleaded
guilty to strangling two Kentucky teen-agers a few hours
after meeting them in a
nightclub last July in a Smoky
Mountains resort town.
Allen Wayne Hughes, 27,
was sentenced to life for the
slaying of Jennifer Stephens,
17,and to 25 years for the death
of Tanya Roberts, 16. He is to
serve the terms concurrently,
officials said.
"If I understood him correctly," Sevier County Sheriff Carman Townsend said Friday
night after escorting Hughes
from the courtroom to his cell,
"he said he just couldn't lie
aboutit."
Both teen-agers were from
Crestwood,KY.
Hughes told investigators
who arrested him last July that
he killed Ms. Roberts on a
stairwell outside a Holiday Inn
on July 2S after she promised

to have sex with him but
changed her mind.
Ms. Stephens* body was
found in the teen-agers' room.
where Hughes said he went
later. He insisted, however. he
didn't know what happened.
A car owned by Ms. Roberts'
parents was found the next day
in the Little Pigeon River, a
few miles outside Gatlinburg.
The teen-agers came to
Gatlinburg together for a fourday vacation. Their deaths
came the night before they
would return to their Oldham
County residences near
Lousville.
Defense attorney J.D. Lee
and state district attorney.
general Al Schmutzer reached
the plea bargain Friday night
after arguing over motions
earlier in the day.
Qrciit Court Judge J. Kenneth Porter approved the deal.
"It was a very appropriate
recommendation and I acospted it," the judge said.
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